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PITMAN ESTIMATION FOR ENSEMBLES AND MIXTURES 

by 

Shankar S. Srinivasan 

Donald R. Jensen, Chair 

Statistics 

(ABSTRACT) 

This dissertation considers minimal risk equivariant (MRE) estimation of a location 

scalar 1: in ensembles and mixtures of translation families having structured dispersion 

matrices L. The principal focus is the preservation of Pitman's solutions across classes of 

distributions. 

To these ends the cone S* of positive definite matrices is partitioned into various 

equivalence classes. The classes N¢ are indexed through matrices C from a class @(n) 

comprising positive semidefinite (nxn) matrices with one-dimensional subspace spanned 

by the unit vector 1,'=[1, 1, ..., 1]. Here ZeN_ has the structure L(y) = 

C+y1,'+1,7'-¥1n1)y', for some vector y such that y'Cg,,y < 7, where Cg,,) is the 

Moore-Penrose inverse of C. Of particular interest is the class [(n) = Ng with B = 

[I, -(/n)1,1,']. In addition, the equivalence classes A(w) in S; are indexed through 
n 

elements of 9X(n) containing n-dimensional vectors w such that }} w; = 1, where w'd = 
i=l 

cl,’ for some scalar c>0. Of interest is the class Q(n) = A(n7!1,), containing 

equicorrelation matrices in the intersection [(n)NQ(n). Ensembles of elliptically 

contoured distributions having dispersion matrices in the foregoing classes, and mixtures 

over these, are considered further with regard to Pitman estimation of wu.



For elliptical random vectors X the Pitman estimator continues to take the 

generalized least squares form. Further, ensembles of elliptically symmetric distributions 

having dispersion matrices in Q(n) preserve the equivariant admissibility of the sample 

average X under squared error loss. For dispersion matrices £ in each class Nc the 

estimator is obtained as a correction of X taking the form 5,(X) = X - y'C¢,,)X, with y as 

in the expansion for 2. This simplifies when ZeI(n) to 5,(X) = X - y'e, where e is the 

vector of residuals {e; = x;-X; i = 1, 2, ..., n}. These results carry over to dispersion 

mixtures of elliptically symmetric distributions when the mixing measure G is restricted 

to the corresponding subsets of S*. The estimators are now given through a dispersion 

matrix ‘¥ which is the expectation of 2 over G. For mixing measures over S7, for which 

each conditional expectation for Z given C € @(n) is in Q(n), X is the Pitman estimator 

for for the corresponding mixture distribution. Similar results apply for each linear 

estimator. In both elliptical ensembles and mixtures over these, the Pitman estimator is 

shown to be linear and unbiased.
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUN 

This dissertation has a dual emphasis. Firstly, a classification within the class of 

positive definite matrices is obtained. Secondly, this classification is applied to obtain 

conditions for the equivariant admissibility of the sample average. We examine 

equivariant estimation with emphasis on squared error loss. Theory concerning 

equivariant estimation is drawn from Pitman (1948) and Lehmann (1983). These results 

are in Section 2.2. Equivariant estimation is applicable when a random vector has a 

distribution in a location family. An n-dimensional random vector X with such a 

distribution has distribution function taking the form 

I(x; B) = FOp-H, Xo-H, -.-» XH): 

Kagan, Linnik and Rao (1973) have examined linear estimation in this context. They 

assume that the components of the random vector X are independent and that n>2. Under 

these assumptions they find that the unbiased admissibility of the linear estimator for pu 

characterizes normality. Their results are reviewed in Section 2.1. This context is distinct 

from that of this dissertation. Independence is relaxed through (i) elliptically symmetric 

distributional assumptions and through (ii) distributional assumptions in a class of 

mixtures of elliptically symmetric distributions. Details about these two classes of 

distributions are in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. 

These mixture distributions are obtained on mixing over the class S* of positive 

definite matrices. Mixing measures over subsets of S are of particular interest. This 

motivates the development of a two-way partition of S} in Chapter 3. The partition is



indexed by elements of classes denoted as Wn) and Gn). Let 1,' = [1, l, ..., 1] 

denote the unit vector in ". Then the class Mn) contains all n-dimensional vectors w 

such that 1,'w = 1. The class @(n) contains all n-dimensional real symmetric matrices C 

with one-dimensional null-space spanned by the unit vector. Classes A(w) and Nc 

consisting of positive definite matrices are defined in terms of elements of @(n) and 

W(n). Figure 3.4 summarizes results concerning the partition of Si. As C varies over 

@(n), the X_ classes partition S;. These classes are studied in Section 3.3. They are 

depicted as horizontal strips in Figure 3.4. As w varies over 9(n), the A(w) classes 

partition S;. These classes are studied in Section 3.5. They are depicted as vertical strips 

in Figure 3.4. The two-way classification of positive definite matrices contains subsets of 

particular interest in statistics. Consider the horizontal strip labeled '(n) in Figure 3.4. 

This represents the class of matrices having the structure of Huynh and Feldt (1970); see 

also Rouanet and Le’ pine (1970). Dispersion structures from within this class validate 

the use of F-ratios in the context of repeated measurement designs. Details pertaining to 

I'(n) are in Section 3.4. Another class of particular interest is the central vertical strip 

Q(n). This class of matrices, developed in Jensen (1989a), contains positive definite 

matrices having equal column sums. For elliptically symmetric random vectors, a 

dispersion structure in Q(n) yields admissibility for the sample average. Details 

pertaining to Q(n) are in Section 3.6. Also pertinent is the class of equicorrelation 

matrices. Elements of these are seen to be scale multiples of matrices in the intersection 

of [(n) and Q(n). Section 3.7 summarizes results concerning the partition of the set of 

positive definite matrices as undertaken here. 

Admissibility in this dissertation, unless otherwise stated, pertains to admissibility 

under squared error loss in the class of equivariant estimators . In Chapter 4 admissibility 

of an estimator for location is examined for the two classes of distributions described



1.2: MOTIVATION 

In this section we discuss the relevance of developments in this dissertation to 

calibration and to computations involving matrices. Consider measuring instruments 

calibrated through a controlled experiment. Let the model relating the reading R of a 

measuring instrument to an actual measurement Z be given as 

R=4+PZ 

where & and B are estimators of the intercept and slope respectively. Readings 

{R,,R>,--..R, } obtained experimentally from the device would then be converted to Z 

through 

For fixed B= B, suppose that {R, »Ro,...,Rq } are mutually uncorrelated and independent 

of the controlled experiment which generated the calibration. Then we note that 

Cov(¥;,¥;) = B™?[Cov(R;,Rj) — Cov(Rj a) - Cov(R;,4) + Cov(a,a)]| 

= 68? Var(d). 

Similarly for {Y;,1= 1, 2, ..., n.} 

Var(Y;) = B~*| Var(R;) + Var(&) — 2Cov(R;.4)] 

“ B[o? + Var(é) | 

Thus, the dispersion matrix for [Y,, Y), .... Yy] is 

o7+Var(a)  Var(a)  ...—- Var(&) 

3-2 Var(G) 6” + Var(G) 

Var(G) i .. O7 + Var(G)



Different controlled experiments to calibrate the device can generate different values of B 

and Var(a) through differing experimental designs. This provides a motivation for the 

distributions studied. The Distribution for Y could be considered as an elliptically 

symmetric distribution generated as a scale mixture of spherical distributions for 

{R,,R>,..5R, } as B varies. Alternately this distribution can be modeled as the mixture 

of elliptically symmetric distributions over the dispersion matrices obtained on varying 

Var(a). For such classes of distributions we study estimation of the common mean. 

A possible matrix application is in computations involving positive definite 

matrices. This exploits properties preserved within the subsets of positive definite 

matrices studied in Chapter 3. Consider the subsets A(w) indexed through n-dimensional 

vectors w such that 1,'w = 1. For every element & in A(w) the vector (1,'2711,)11,'2"'= 

w, and every positive definite matrix of the form 2 + A(1,1, ) for scalar 1 is contained in 

A(w). Thus one may choose a positive definite matrix S, instead of S, when computing w 

= (1,'S,7'1,)11,'S,! provided that S, = S, + A(A,1, ). Such a replacement may increase 

accuracy in computations when S, is less ill-conditioned than S,. Consider S, = 

5 3 2 7 5 4 

3 3 1|andS,=S,+ 2(1,1,) =|5 5 3). To gauge conditioning we compute the 

21 1 4 3 3 

condition number 

2] 2 (2) 

where {&; for i = 1,2, ....n} are the n eigenvalues of the positive definite matrix X. The 

M
s
 ce =| 

i=1 

function C() is from a class of functions invariant under orthogonal transformations as 

in Marshall and Olkin (1965). For S, the ordered eigenvalues are {0.127, 1.0, 7.873}, and 

for S, the ordered eigenvalues are {0.5193, 1.0, 13.4807}. These yield C(S,) = 3968.59, 

which is much larger that C(S,) = 862.603. The matrix S, is ill-conditioned as compared



to S,. Finding better conditioned matrices may improve accuracy in computations when 

they need to be computed at low precision possibly due to software/hardware constraints. 

The study of subsets of positive definite matrices in this dissertation may provide ways of 

increasing accuracy in such contexts. 

We apply developments about subsets of positive definite matrices primarily to 

problems in statistical inference. It is shown that the appropriateness of linear estimation 

for location extends well beyond normality. The Aitkin (1934) estimator, which is linear, 

is found to be minimal risk equivariant (MRE) under squared error loss in the wider class 

of elliptically symmetric distributions. Certain nonelliptical classes of distributions also 

validate linear estimation for location. These distributions arise as mixtures over the 

subsets of matrices studied. The next chapter reviews MRE estimation and the 

distributions to which it is applied.



Chapter 2 

CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND 

2.1 INTRODUCTION: A CHARACTERIZATION OF NORMALITY 

This dissertation develops a classification for positive definite matrices. This 

classification is applied in turn to a problem in mathematical statistics concerning linear 

estimation in certain classes of nonstandard distributions. Relevant theories on estimation 

and on these distributions are excerpted in this chapter. First concepts in estimation 

theory are reviewed, as developed in Lehmann (1983), Rohatgi (1976), Kagan, Linnik, 

and Rao (1973), and elsewhere. The definitions in this section are based on those 

references, beginning with the loss in estimating an unknown parameter or parametric 

function. The location parameter 1 is to be estimated in certain location families of n- 

dimensional distributions. The space of n-dimensional vectors is ". For x € SR®, 6(x) 

denotes an estimator. The loss in using 5(x) to estimate p is L[6(x),u]. Loss functions 

examined in this dissertation are the squared error and Laplace loss functions, given by 

L[8(x)-p] = [8(x)-pP, 

and 

L[5(x)-14] = [600)-11 

respectively. 

The risk of an estimator is its expected loss as given by 

R(O,p) = &{L[S(x)-p]}, 

whenever the expectation is well defined. Estimation theory seeks to determine whether 

an estimator with minimal risk exists within a given class of estimators. Such an 

estimator is called admissible. A definition of admissibility is in the following.



Definition 2.1: Let denote a class of estimators of a parameter uw; and let 6 be an 

estimator contained in e. Then the estimator 6 is admissible within the class .¥ for a 

given loss function, if there exists no estimator 5' in for which 

R(8',n) < R(6,p) for all uw 

with strict equality for at least one p. 

Of primary interest here is the class of equivariant estimators. If a sample vector x 

is translated element-wise, then an equivariant estimate is translated by the same amount. 

This is stated in Definition 2.2, where 1,, again denotes the n-dimensional unit vector. 

Definition 2.2: An estimator 6 is contained in the class ¥ of equivariant estimators for a 

scalar parameter if and only if 

d(x + al,) = S(x) +a 

for all scalars a. 

A procedure for obtaining a minimal risk equivariant estimator is described in the 

next section. Equivariant estimation uses closure of a location family of distributions 

under scalar translations. The definition of a location family is in the following. 

Definition 2.3: For an n-dimensional random vector X let the cumulative distribution 

function F(x;y1) take the form 

FOxSH) = F(Xq-H, Xo-H, «-. Xp7H). 

Then for each such distribution function, the totality of distributions obtained as 1 varies 

from -co to +co constitutes an n-dimensional location family.



When a density exists for a member of a location family, it takes the form 

f(x) = f(x)-p, Xo-M, «.. sX_-H), 

where pt is the location parameter. Each distribution considered in this dissertation is in a 

location family for which linear estimators continue to be admissible among equivariant 

estimators. In contrast to Kagan, Linnik, and Rao (1973), who assume independence, 

components of random vectors considered here are dependent. The findings under 

independence are reviewed in the next subsection. 

A Characterization of Normality 

Kagan, Linnik, and Rao (1973) assume that the components [X,, X,, .. , X,] of an 

n-dimensional random vector X are independent having distribution functions {F,(x,-}), 

F,(X5-p), ... .F,(X_-H)} in one-dimensional location families with common location wp. 

This implies that joint distributions for X take the form 

F(x) = T1R(x\~ 4). 

These are members of n-dimensional location families as in Definition 2.4. Further 

assumptions are the existence of finite first and second moments for each component X; 

of X. When the second central moment for the ith component is 07, then the optimal 

linear estimate for pL is 

1/0? 
n 

¥ 1/0? 
i=l] 

(2.1.1)   

a n 

L = ¥c¢;x; for ¢; = 
i=l 

Conditions for the admissibility of this estimate within the larger class of unbiased 

estimators are given in Theorem 7.4.1 of Kagan, Linnik, and Rao (1973). That theorem



applies to the class of equivariant as well as unbiased estimators. Theorem 2.1.1 restates 

their theorem for equivariant estimators. 

Theorem 2.1.1: For n23 let the components {X,, X,, .. , X,} of a random vector X be 

mutually independent with distribution functions {F;(x; - 4); fori = 1, 2, .. .n}. Assume 

&[X,] =p, for all i; that second order moments exist; and consider the optimal linear 

estimator L in (2.1.2). Then this estimator is admissible in the class of all equivariant 

estimators under squared error loss if and only if each X; is normally distributed. 

This result limits to linear estimation for a location parameter under squared error 

loss. For nonnormal n-dimensional location families, the independence assumption 

through Theorem 2.1.1 implies nonlinearity of an admissible estimator. Thus normality is 

necessary and sufficient for the equivariant admissibility of a linear estimator for 

location. However, relaxing independence reopens the question of admissibility of linear 

estimation for location. Here independence is relaxed in favor of elliptically symmetric 

distributions, and distributions obtained as mixtures of these. These classes are reviewed 

in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. The next section reviews results in equivariant estimation due to 

Pitman (1948) and Lehmann (1983). 

10



2.2 PITMAN ESTIMATION: 

The Pitman estimator is the minimum risk equivariant (MRE) estimator under 

squared error loss. Definition 2.2 states the condition for equivariance. When x € SR" is 

subjected to a scalar translation, the equivariant estimator is similarly translated. The set 

of all scalar translations form a group, 1.e., a collection that is closed under a binary 

operation p, acting associatively, containing a unique identity element, and a unique 

inverse. This and other definitions are as in Lehmann (1983). The set of all scalar 

translations with addition as the binary relation is the principal group to be considered 

here. The group of orthogonal matrices under matrix multiplication is used in Chapter 3. 

For a set Ra group Y provides a set of transformations of the form gx mapping back into 

for g € Yand x € B The concept of an orbit is defined in the following. 

Definition 2.4: Let G be a group acting on 2 Then the set 

Axo) = {x © Ax= gx, ge G} 

obtained on successive transformations of x) by the elements of &, is an orbit containing 

Xo: 

An orbit under translations is shown in Figure 2.1, where scalar translations of the 

form x = x, + al,, for a € R! and x, = [5,4]', trace the straight line through [5,4] as the 

orbit containing [5,4]. Further comments on Figure 2.1 are in discussions pertaining to 

the Pitman representation later in this section. Functions which take the same value on 

each orbit are called invariant functions. A maximal invariant takes distinct values on 

distinct orbits, and hence the range of a maximal invariant can be used to index the orbits. 

11



This is applied in Chapter 3 in the context of the real orthogonal group and the following 

definition. 

Definition 2.5: A function v is maximal invariant under G if and only if v(x,) = v(x,) 

implies that x, = gx, for some element g of the group G. 

Under the group of scalar translations the (n-1)-dimensional vector Y with elements 

fy, = X; —X,forl = 1,2,....n- 1}, is maximal invariant. The Pitman estimator under 

quadratic loss can be obtained as a correction to any chosen equivariant estimator 59(X). 

The correction is given by the conditional mean &,[5)(X)/Y = y] when p = 0. A similar 

expression holds for Laplace loss. These results are in Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.1 of 

Lehmann (1983, Chapter 3). They are restated in the following. 

Theorem 2.2.1: (a) Let a random vector X = [X,, X,, .. X,] have a distribution in an n- 

dimensional location family; let Y be the (n-1)-dimensional vector of differences with 

{Y, = X, - X,forl = 1,2,...,n—1}; and assume that there exists an equivariant estimator 

59 with finite risk under squared error loss. The minimal risk equivariant (MRE) 

estimator for the location parameter pu is given by 

8(Xsy) = 8(X) - SLSR = y] 
where &)[5)(X)|Y = y] is the conditional mean of 5)(X) when p = 0. 

(b) Consider Laplace loss. When 6, has finite risk, then an MRE estimator for p is given 

by 

5(XSy) = 8o(X) - Mo[So(X)Y = y] 

where M,[5,(X)|Y = y] is any median of the condition distribution of 5)(X) when p = 0 

12



A one-to-one relationship exists between any two maximal invariants. Hence the 

distribution of 5)(X) conditional on any maximal invariant equals that obtained on 

conditioning on any other. In Chapter 4 the differences y in Theorem 2.2.1 are replaced 

by an (n-1)-dimensional vector d. For x € 8", the vector d is obtained as a set of scaled 

contrasts on x. This is shown to be maximal invariant under scalar translations in Lemma 

4.2.1. Pitman (1948) represented the MRE estimator for u under squared error loss as a 

ratio of integrals as in the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.2.2: Let a random vector X have a density of the form 

f(x) = f(x )-M, Xo-H, ... =X_-H). 

Then the MRE estimator for : under squared error loss is given by 

Jtf(x—tl,)dt 
(x) = <2. 

Jf(x-t1,)dt 

A proof to this theorem is given in Chapter 3 of Lehmann (1983). This result 

supports a simple graphical identification of the Pitman estimator as in Figure 2.1. The 

argument (x—t1,) of f(.) may be interpreted as a scale translation of (-t) on a sample 

vector x € ". Varying t traces the straight line parallel to the equiangular line which 

contains x. We evaluate f(x — t1,) as a function of t with x fixed. The function 

a(t) = _t(x= thy) 

Jf(x—-t1,)dt 

scales f(x-—t1,) to a density. The Pitman estimator in Theorem 2.2.2 can then be 

identified as the mean |tg(t)dt for this density. Figure 2.1 depicts a bivariate normal 
—~—o 

11 7 
distribution with & = 7 ‘| In this figure the line through [5,4] is the orbit containing 

13



  

. / 
us = (5,4) 

        

og: ae ; . {11 7 
Figure 2.1: Bivariate normal distribution with dispersion matrix | The overlaid 

7 

univariate plot is that for g(t) = _F(x= ty) 

[f(x-tl,)dt 
. The expected value of t for this gives the 

Pitman estimate. 

14



this point and the overlaid univariate plot is the function g(t). In later developments the 

Pitman estimate is given as the Aitkin (1934) estimate 5(x) = (1,'2"!1,)"!1,'2"!x, where 

1, is the unit vector. For x' = [5 4], 6(x) = 3. By inspecting Figure 2.1 we note that this 

is the mean value of g(t). 

In Chapter 4 MRE estimators are obtained by using the corrections provided in 

Theorem 2.2.1. The equivariant estimator X is corrected by its conditional mean given 

the value taken by a maximal invariant. Examples illustrating the MRE estimator are 

presented for elliptically symmetric distributions and for bivariate mixture distributions. 

The Pitman(1948) representation in Theorem 2.2.2 can provide a quick graphical analog 

verifying the bivariate examples. The next section reviews elliptically symmetric 

distributions. 

15



2.3 ELLIPTICALLY SYMMETRIC DISTRIBUTIONS 

Elliptically symmetric distributions derive from spherical distributions by affine 

transformations. A particular distribution is specified as E,(w,2,6) through an n- 

dimensional location parameter p, a positive semidefinite matrix 2 of order n and rank 

k<n, and a function 6 from a class @(k) of admissible characteristic functions. 

Characteristic functions for elliptically symmetric distributions take the form 

Ty (t) = et" o(t' Zt). 

From this expression we see that the function ¢ is the characteristic function of the 

spherically symmetic distribution with location 0 from which the elliptically symmetric 

distribution derives on linear transformations. The normal distribution, which we denote 

by N,(u, £), is a member of the class with $(.) = e>(), The class @(k) derives from 

developments in Schoenberg (1938). Each function 6 in ®(k) is related to a radial 

distribution R on [0, 0) through the characteristic function 1((|t||?) of the k-dimensional 

random vector U uniformly distributed on a unit sphere in R“. When R has a distribution 

function F then a function 9 is a characteristic function in @(k) if and only if 

o(u) = [ <@?udF(r) for u> 0. 
0 

In part (a) of the following theorem each distribution E,(u,2,6) is characterized 

through R, U and a matrix B of order (nxk) which is a rank factorization of &. Part (b) 

states properties of elliptical random vectors under linear transformations. Marginal 

distributions are in part (c). Conditional properties are in part (d). Part (e) gives 

expectations and variances for these random vectors. The results in parts (a), (d) and (e) 

are demonstrated in Cambanis, Huang, and Simons (1981). Proofs for results in parts (b) 

and (c) are in Fang and Zhang (1990). In these results Z (.) means that the argument of L 

has the distribution specified. 

16



Theorem 2.3.1: (a) Let © be of rank k. Then Z (X)= E, (u,2,6) if and only if 

L(X) =L( p+ RUB). 

(b) Let A be a matrix of order nxm and let a e R™ , then 

L(A'X+a)= E, (A'p +a, A'ZA, 6). 

(c) For X partitioned as X = [ X,', X,' ]' with X; (n; x1), p =[ p,', wh’ J’ with p; (n; x1), 

and 2 =[ 2; J with 2; of order (nj x nj : i,j = 1,2), the marginal distributions are given by 

L(Xj)=E, Cui, ii» >). 

(d) For X, and X, , as defined above, the conditional distribution of X,, given that X, 

takes the value c, is given by; 

L(X,|X, =c)= FE. Cpt 21, rn C- Hy), Zi,2,0* ) 

where ©,,, = Zy)- Do; 25, 24, and o* = [x(?u)dF *(r) with F* given by the c.d.f. of 
0 

the distribution 

L(R*) =L[ (R?- (eH, E32 (€-Hy)' | Xp = 0] 

(e) If E [Xj] <0 G@=1, 2, ..., n), then E(X) = p and if E (X'X) <0, then Var(X) = ad for 

some a = (k)-!&(R2) when rank(Z) = k < n. For the normal distribution a = 1. 

For these elliptically symmetric distributions, we henceforth assume that the scalar 

components of the random vector X have the same mean yp. Also 2 is assumed to have 

full rank. A member of this restricted class of distributions is denoted by 

  

E,(ul,, 2, 6 ) 

The characteristic function of a distribution for this restricted set works out to 

L Si 

Ix (t) =e ocestyse =! 7 o(t'=t). 
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To see that each such elliptical random vector X is in a location family consider Y = 

X+al,. Using properties of characteristic functions it follows that 

I, (t)= EP sere, 
where * = pp + a. Thus each elliptically symmetric random vector is in a family of 

distributions which is closed under scalar translations, and MRE estimation is applicable. 

Chapter 4 develops MRE estimation for ensembles of distributions obtained as 2 

varies within subsets of positive definite matrices and for mixtures of these having 

absolutely continuous densities. For a distribution Z (X) = E,(u1,, 2, @ ), when a density 

exists, it takes the form 

k(x 5 WL, 2, > ) = fy CCX - pI)! DIC x - pI) ), 

where the function fy has a unique correspondence to 4. This density features in the 

mixture densities described in the next section. 

2.4 MIXTURES 

The class of distributions obtained as mixtures of elliptically symmetric 

distributions have densities taking the form 

h(x; H, 6, G) =f. fy[(x—H1,)' 21 (x— p11, AG (2) 

where f,(.) is the density of the elliptically symmetric components in the mixture; G is a 

probability measure over S”; and wu and @ are as defined earlier. A random vector X with 

a mixture distribution is succinctly specified as L(X) = EM,(u,6,G) through p, 6, and 

G. The density h(.) depends on x through differences of the form x-11,. Hence each 

mixture distribution belongs in an n-dimensional location family. Estimation for these 

mixtures is developed in Chapter 4 when the domain of G is restricted to subsets of S; 

described in Chapter 3. Figure 2.2 gives an example of a mixture distribution, where G is 
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0.0444 

re 2,2: Mixture of bivariate normal distributions for which G assigns 0.5 probability Fi 

11 7 
and to 2, = 7 5\" 

1 1 
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a discrete distribution which gives equal probability of 0.5 over two dispersion matrices 

as identified in the figure. 

2.5: OVERVIEW 

This section summarizes concepts introduced in this chapter. Basic ideas are 

presented in Section 2.1. For a sample vector x € R", an equivariant estimator 5(x) for a 

location parameter p is one for which 

d(x+t1,,) = 5(x) + t, 

for all scalar t. A family of distributions closed under scalar translations constitutes a 

location family. Equivariant estimation is applicable when distributions belong to 

location families. In later developments minimal risk equivariant (MRE) estimators are 

derived under nonstandard distributional assumptions. Under the assumption of 

independence, and for n>3, Kagan, Linnik, and Rao (1973) have examined distributions 

in location families. Admissibility of a linear estimate under squared error is seen to 

characterize normality. In contrast we relax independence in favor of elliptically 

symmetric distributions and distributions obtained as mixtures of these. 

Section 2.2 gives the procedure to be used to derive MRE estimators using a 

maximal invariant function of a sample vector under the group of scalar translations. The 

maximal invariant is the vector d containing the (n-1) scaled orthogonal contrasts on x. 

The MRE estimator under squared error loss is obtained by correcting any equivariant 

estimator 59(x) by the conditional mean &)[59(x)|D =d] when pu = 0. 

The classes of distributions for which we derive MRE estimators are in Sections 2.3 

and 2.4. Applicable properties of elliptically symmetric distributions are those under 

affine transformations; and those for marginal and conditional distributions. These are 
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similar to the multinormal, which is a special case. Mixtures are obtained by mixing 

elliptical distributions over the class S* of positive definite matrices. These distributions 

are studied under restrictions on the domain of the mixing measure to subsets of S-. 

These subsets of positive definite matrices are developed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3 

MATRICES OF SCALE PARAMETERS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

To motivate the utility of various classes of positive definite matrices, we preview 

the general form of the Pitman estimator for p in the mixtures to be studied. More 

detailed definitions and properties then follow. 

Recall that a mixture density h(.) follows on mixing over dispersion matrices as 

h(x; H, 4, G) =[or fy[(X— Hn)! 27x — pl, AGS) 

where f,(.) is the density of elliptically symmetric components in the mixture, and G is a 

probability measure over S*. A typical member of the class of such distributions is 

denoted by EM,( y1,, G, > ). For a sample vector x from a distribution in this class, the 

Pitman estimate for location is denoted as 6g 4(x;d). This estimate is expressed in terms 

of matrices from the class #(n) as defined in Section 3.2, consisting of matrices of order 

(n-1)xn which are orthonormal completions of the unit vector. For any H € #4(n), the 

Pitman estimate is obtained on extracting information provided by the maximal invariant 

d = Hx, as 

J 8: (0g, (d' (HEH) d)dG(2) 
Se 4(xsd) == na.) (3.1.1)   

where 5,(x) denotes the Pitman estimate for each elliptically symmetric distribution in 

the mixture; g,(.) is the density of D = HX when L(X) = E, (u1,,2,6) and b(.) is the 

corresponding density for the mixture. For unrestricted probability measures G on S* the 

Pitman estimate does depend on the maximal invariant d through the parameters G and 0. 
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Restrictions of the support of G to subsets of S_, as developed in this chapter, are of 

particular interest in Chapter 4. Then the density g,(.) in (3.1.1) is invariant as 2 varies, 

yielding a simpler form for the Pitman estimate. This drives our interest in subsets of S* 

taking the form =(A, H) as studied in Section 3.3, with conditions for membership in 

each class as in Definition 3.2. Under these restrictions on G the expression (3.1.1) for 

the Pitman estimate becomes 

S¢9(d)= [5 y(x)dG(2). 
=(A, H) 

Amongst subsets =(A, H)of S*, a subset to be denoted by I(n) is of special 

interest. Mixtures over this subset have stronger invariance properties than for other 

subsets =(A, H) studied here, in that the distribution of the maximal invariant D = HX is 

spherically symmetric in addition to the invariance of the density g,(.) in (3.1.1). Matrices 

in I'(n) are characterized in Definition 3.4. 

The expression (3.1.1) motivates our interest in another kind of restriction on the 

domain of G. For each elliptically symmetric component in the mixture, the Pitman 

estimator 6; (x) is a weighted average of the elements of x, i.e., 5; (x) = w'x for some n- 
n 

dimensional vector w of constants such that » wi = 1. Consider subsets of S7 for which 
i=] 

the Pitman estimate is 5;(x) = w’x for all elements of that subset with w fixed. Such 

classes of subsets are denoted as A(w) and are characterized in Definition 3.5. When G is 

restricted to a subset A(w) then 5;(x) factors out of the integral in the numerator of 

(3.1.1), showing that 5g 4(x;d) = w’x is the Pitman estimate for all mixtures over A(w). 

Amongst subsets A(w), a subset denoted by Q(n) is of special interest. For mixtures 

of elliptically symmetric distributions over Q(n), the Pitman estimate is the sample 

average. We show that the admissibility of the sample average under squared error loss 
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functions is preserved for all mixtures over Q(n). Matrices in Q(n) are characterized in 

Definition 3.6. Results pertaining to Q(n) and other subsets of positive definite matrices 

are developed using Helmert matrices as presented in the following section. 
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3.2 HELMERT MATRICES 

Helmert matrices are denoted by K and take the form 

Kiaxn) = le M (3.2.1) 

where H is any semiorthogonal completion of order (n-1)xn of the scaled unit vector, 

whose rows comprise coefficients for a set of (n-1) orthonormal contrasts. Applying H to 

a random vector x € SR" maps it onto an (n-1)-dimensional space orthogonal to the 

equiangular line. The collection of such matrices is denoted by #as in Definition 3.1 that 

follows. An example of the matrix K for n=3 is given below. 

1/V¥3) 1/V3— 1/-N3 
Example 3.1:ForK=|1/J2 0-1/2 ae 0 1 

-1/V¥6 2/6 -1/V6 ‘I/v6 2/Vv6 -1/V6 

Definition 3.1: Let I(,.,) be the identity matrix of order (n-1). A matrix H of order (n-1)xn 

belongs to the class W# if and only if 

(a) HH'=I1,,.;, and 

(b) H1,, = 9, the zero vector. 

Properties of matrices in #are given in the Lemma that follows. The proof for the 

result in (c) is provided. 
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Lemma 3.2.1: (a) For all H ¢ 4 H'H =[I, - (1/n)1,1,)] where I, is the identity matrix 

of order n. 

(b) For a vector x of observations it follows that H'Hx = e, where e is the vector of 

ordinary least squares (OLS) residuals with e; = x; - X. 

(c) If H, belongs to # then the necessary and sufficient condition for H, to be an element 

of His that H, = OH, for some O € @n-1), the set of orthogonal matrices of order 

(n—1). 

Proof to (c): Imposing the assumption H, = OH, we note that 

H,H,' = OH)H,'0O' = O [,,.,,0' = 14,1). 

Hence the matrix H, satisfies the condition in part (a) of Definition 3.1. Part (b) implies 

that H,1, = 90. Hence H,1, =OH,1, = 90. Hence H, «# 

Assuming H, €%; we have by the result in part (a) that H,'H, = H,'H, =[ 1, - (1/)1,1,1. 

Premultiplying by H, we get | 

H,H,'H, = H,H,'H,, or H, = H,H,'H,. 

The matrix H,H,' is an orthogonal matrix of order (n-1) as 

[H,H,')[H,H,'] = H,H,'H,H,' = HLT, - (1/)1,1) TA = Tq. 

and therefore the transpose of [H,H,'] is equal to its inverse, giving the orthogonal matrix 

O = H,H,' through which H, and H, are related as H, = OH,. This completes the proof. 

CO 

As noted earlier, subclasses of mixtures arise on constraining the domain of G to 

include specified subsets of S’. We will now use properties of matrices H in #to define 

and explore properties of subsets =(A, H) of S7. 
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3.3 MATRICES IN THE CLASS =(A,H) 

Let 2be as before and let S(,_, denote the set of positive definite matrices of order 

(n—1). Then membership in a subset denoted as &(A, H) of S? is specified through 

matrices (A, H) chosen from the ordered set {S(,, , #} as in the following. 

Definition 3.2: A (nxn) matrix £ belongs to the class =(A, H), if and only if 

(a) Ze S; and 

(b) For every £ € &(A, H). the identity HZH' = A holds for the specified H - 

To see the relevance of this class recall that elliptically symmetric random vectors 

have many properties similar to those of multivariate normal vectors, including the 

structure of marginal and conditional distributions, and closure under linear 

transformations. In particular, for each random vector X with a distribution L(X) = 

E,(v1,,2,9), the distribution of the (n-1) dimensional vector D = HX is L(D) = 

E,., (0, HH’ ,) through the definition HXH' = A for = in =(A, H). This results in the 

invariance of the distribution of D to varying the dispersion matrix © within each class 

=(A, H). Thus the density g4(.) of D featured in expression (3.1.1) for the Pitman 

estimate is invariant, yielding a simple form for the Pitman estimate in the context of 

mixture distributions. This connects the classes of matrices of Definition 3.2 with results 

to be developed in Chapter 4. Examples of matrices in a specified class =(A, H) follow. 

Example 3.2(a): Matrices belonging to the class S(A,,H,). 
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L = 

cA st 11/2 V2 0 -1/ V2 128 

positive definite as |Z,| = 76 >0 and all principal minors of lower order are positive. 

531 11/6 ye and H, = | ¥6 2/6 LYE] mens = [34 is 

Further note that 

1/6 1 He Hill/v6 2/v6 -1/V6]}3 2 5 hie (v2 [11/6 5/Vi2]4 
eee Liv2 0-1/2 N42 81 aye a ya| (S/v12, 1/2 J 

Hence the matrix x, meets the conditions in Definition 3.3. Similar calculations show 

76 5 
that the matrix 2» = | 68 7 | belongs to the same class. 

5714 

The theorem that follows characterizes dispersion matrices in each class 

=(A, H)cS*. In part (a) the matrices in each class are represented as a function of 

matrices in {Sj,.:, , #} defining the class, and of an n-dimensional vector y of constants. 

From parts (b) to (e) we obtain the admissible set of vectors y which yield positive 

definiteness for matrices in =(A, H). From this theorem any mixing distribution over 

=(A, H) is equivalent to a mixing distribution over the corresponding admissible set of 

vectors y. The proof to part (a) essentially reproduces a proof due to Jensen (1989b). 

Proofs to (b) are in Jensen (1992). The proposition in part (e) follows immediately from 

results in Chaganty (1992). Conclusions identical to those in (e) except for minor 

parametric differences are drawn in Jensen (1992) in the context of the subset ['(n) of S; 

which will be defined later in this section. 

Theorem 3.3.1: (a) Let the matrices H and A be as defined earlier. A matrix & meets the 

second condition in Definition 3.2 if and only if it can be expressed through a vector y of 

constants as 
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= = H'AH+ M(y) 

where M(y) = y1,' + 1p7'- ¥1,1,', and y is the average of the elements of the vector y. 

(b) Let 4, = Lyi and n= Lc, —¥)*. Matrices of the form M(y) in (a) are indefinite 

matrices of rank 2 unless y = y 1,. The positive and negative eigenvalues of M(y) are 

=[n1 + (ny + 4nn, )!2)/2, and a, = [ny - (ny + 4nn, )!?Y/2 

respectively. 

(c) The corresponding eigenvectors e, and e, are given by 

Vn(y;- YW, 7 

(nm) +03) “Te no +03) 

Vn(yj- YW, Q) 

(nn +07) ” [een + na) 
    [e,; ]= and [e,; ] = 

for j = 1,2,.. n. 

(d) The necessary and sufficient condition for M(y) to be of rank 1 is that y = y1,. The 

single non-zero eigenvalue of M(y) is then given as a, = ny, and the corresponding 

eigenvector is e, = (1 / Vn)1,. 

n-1 

(e) Let H'AH = > Eigig! be the spectral decomposition of the matrix H'AH, and let 2 
i=1 

take the form in part (a). The necessary and sufficient condition for the matrix & to be 

ST BibY ly YRBiY - 

i=] Gi 

Proof: To prove (a) we start by showing that solutions £ to HZH' = A take the required 

positive definite is that 

form. Note on premultiplying and postmultiplying the identity relation HXH' = A by H' 

and H respectively, that 

H'H>H'H = H'AH, or BZB = H'AH, 

where B = [ I, - (1/n)1,1,'] by part (a) of Lemma 3.2.1. Further the identity BEB = H'AH 

leads to the condition HZH' = A on expressing B as H'H and premultiplying BLB = 

H'AH by H and H' respectively as in the following 
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HH'H2H'HH' = HH'AHH', or HLH'= A. 

Thus the condition HZH' = A is equivalent to requiring that BEB = H'AH. Solutions for 

x meeting this condition are obtained by applying Theorem 2.3.2 of Rao and Mitra 

(1971). They give solutions X to the equation JXE = C as 

X=JCE' + Z-JJZEE 

where Z is an arbitrary matrix and E” is any generalized inverse of E. The necessary and 

sufficient condition for a solution to exist is that JJ’CE E = C. In our case, using I, as a 

g-inverse of B we have 

BB 'H'AHB B = BH'AHB = H'HH'AHH'H = H'AH, 

and the required condition holds. Hence solutions for = are given as 

x = B'H'AHB + S - BSB, 

where symmetry for X requires that S be symmetric. Substituting B = [ I, - (1/n)1,1,'] in 

the expression and using I, as a g-inverse for B we get 

2 = HAH +S -[I, - (/n)1,1, SL], - G/) 1,19) 

= H'AH + (1/n)S1,1,' + (1/n)1,1,'S- (n°?)1,,1,'S1p1n'- 

Using the vector of column means of S, y = (1/n)S1, as the parameters for each solution, 

we obtain 

> = H'AH+ 1,' + 1,7' - ¥1,1,' = H'AH +M(y), 

as required. To show the converse we assume that a matrix = is given by this expression 

for some vector y of constants. Since H <#; H'H = [,_,) and H)1,, = 0, we find that 

H=H' = H[H'AH+ y1,' + 1,y' - 71,1, JH' =A, 

as in Definition 3.2 (b). This establishes the equivalence of the stated expression for 

matrices & and the condition HZH' = A in Definition 3.2 (b). 

The eigenvectors of M(y) in part (c) are obtained on solving for e; in M(y)e; =aje;. 

This leads to 
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(yAn) + Any’ - ¥ nln ey = Ane; + Any'ei - ¥ Indn'ei = Oe; 

= [ej ]= (ay "D2 es + 2 Cy + Yue; ] forj =1,..., n. (3.3.1) 
iF ie Ee 

=> 28 = (a;)'[ny 2 Cj + ny Y ej -ny 28 ]= (ay nD 7 ie . 
= iF i= is 

Using DY ej = nade, in (3.3.1) yields 
jal j=l 

[ej |= Cay "26 + nha de + Y Xe; ] 

= (aj) '(; - 1) Xe; + nde for j = 1, ...n. (3.3.2) 

Requiring in addition that » e; = 1, we obtain the following using expression (3.3.2). 

n 

Ye=1 = $y (y, Dye Se] 
=] j=l 

2 

=1=[$6, Say?) -7F +20 ayy, +07] 

=>1= [Ee] [Ece.7Cr, -yy +n] 

2 
  

n o;n = f _ = 265 nn, tar Or 7 1)’. 

Substituting this in (3.3.2), we get 

vn n(y;- YW, Oh; 
  

i] Tam+oe) Janene) 
as required. 

The necessary and sufficient condition required in part (d) follows on noting as in 

Jensen (1992) that the matrix M(y) takes the form 

M(y) = 1,0' + 91,' with 8 = (y - (1/2)y 1,). 

Thus M(y) is of rank 1 if and only if 6 = (y - (1/2)71,) = d1, for some scalar d, which is 

true if and only if d = y; - (1/2)y for each i. Thus the condition y = 7 1,, holds as required. 

The eigenvalue and eigenvector are obtained on imposing this condition to parts (b) and 

(c). Note that the second eigenvalue 
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a, =[n,- (ny + 4nn, )!2]/2 =0, as n= XY —¥)’=0. 

The first eigenvalue 

a =[n + (np + 4nn, 12/72 =n, 

and the eigenvector corresponding to this eigenvalue is given as 

  

Jatys-7 n(yj 7) 1 Ol} = 0+ 4, or e, = (1/Vn)15. 

Va, +07) J(n?n +na?) mh 
[ey ]= 

The preceding theorem helps in generating positive definite matrices meeting the 

condition of Definition 3.2. For a given choice of (A, H) in {Sj , #}, the result in 

part (e) yields an admissible vector y. This can then be used to compute a matrix in 

=(A, H) by using the result in part (a). This shows that matrices in =(A, H) are 

obtained by adding two matrices. The first is the matrix H'AH of rank (n-1) with the unit 

vector spanning its null space, and the second is the singular matrix M(y) with eigenspace 

associated with non-zero eigenvalues in the plane containing the vector y and the unit 

vector. From part (d) we see that the eigenspace of M(y) collapses onto the equiangular 

line when y = y1,. Part (e) deals with constraints on y for positive definiteness of 

matrices obtained as 2 = H'AH+ M(y). Figure 3.1 illustrates the constraint in part (e) for 

n = 3. The admissible vectors y are inside a convex set about the equiangular line with 

elliptical sections perpendicular to the equiangular line. As noted, the proof to this result 

is in Chaganty (1992). We support that conclusion through the following comments. 

Positive definiteness for X requires 

a'La = a'H'AHa + a'M(y)a > 0, 
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nN 

  

  
Figure 3.1: Admissible vectors y for positive definiteness of 2 = H'AH + M(y) in Sj. 
The set of admissible vectors is a convex set with elliptical sections as shown. Level sets 

for the quadratic form a'H'AHa for a e€ > are depicted on the triangular plane 

perpendicular to the equiangular line. This figure illustrates the relationship between 
these level sets and the elliptical sections of the convex set of admissible vectors. 
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for all a € S®, This expression suggests constraints on y depending on the spectral 

properties of H'AH. Level sets for the function a'H'AHa and the corresponding 

constraints on y for n=3 are depicted in Figure 3.1. For instance consider vectors a € 93 

spanning the direction perpendicular to and away from the equiangular line for which the 

function a'H'AHa has its maximum gradient. This direction corresponds to the minor axis 

of the elliptical level sets for a'H'AHa. The constraints on y in this direction are less 

restrictive as the major axis of the elliptical sections of the admissible set lie in this 

direction. Distributions over this set of admissible vectors generate mixing distributions 

over (A, H) for any (A, H) in {Sj , #}. Later results for mixtures demonstrate the 

preservation of the sample average as the Pitman estimator when the expected vector E(y) 

under mixing lies on the equiangular line. 

We observe from results in Theorem 3.3.1 that for any choice (A, H) in 

{Si1) >#}, the representation of =(A, H) in (a), as well as the constraints on the 

admissible vectors y in (e), depend solely on the function T(A, H) = H'AH. This implies 

that if other ordered choices from {Sj,.,, #} yield the same matrix as T(.,.) they 

characterize the same subset of positive definite matrices. In Example 3.2(a) two positive 

definite matrices of order 3 were verified as belonging to =(A, H) for matrices in 

{S; , #} as specified. In Example 3.2(b) we demonstrate that the specification of the 

subset of S}; to which both matrices belong is not unique, but uniqueness is clarified 

through results in Lemma 3.3.1. 

Example 3.2(b): In Example 3.2(a) we had shown that the positive definite matrices L, = 

531 76 5 ~ 11/6 5/12 42 =|68 7 | bel d to the class =(A,;H,) for A, = 342) ans ee elonged to the class =(A,;H,) for A, Baa ae | 

_|-1/V6 2/V6 -1/V6 ; and H, 1/2 0 -1/ v8 In this example we note that the class to which both 
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2) and 2X» belong may be specified by using other matrices Hj, e# and Ap ESi1> as 

given by Hy = ? ‘v6 wie Re | d Ay = 20/6 | This follows on 
g/J12 4 

noting that 

11} 2/V¥6 0 
HS, Hy! = 2/V6 -1/V6 -1/V6 ; 4 2\|-1/V6 1/V2 0 Wv2 -/V247 2 Biliayye —1/J7 

20/6 8/V12|_ 
~|g/Ji2 4 Ap 

and that 

76 5]|2/v6 0 
H, 25H,’ 758 ses gies 7 -1/V6  1/V2 

0 1/ -1/ §714})-1/J6 -1/V2 
os

 [i Fs 
The seeming ambiguity in specifying a subset of S; through Definition 3.2, as 

illustrated in the preceding example, is clarified in the lemma that follows. For orthogonal 

matrices O of order (n—1), we show in part (a) of the theorem that ordered pairs chosen 

from {Sj,1) ,#} specify identical subsets of S* through Definition 3.2, if and only if 

they lie on the same orbit under the transformation group g(A, H) = (OAO'",OH) applied 

to the elements of {Sj , 9}. In parts (b) and (c) we obtain maximal invariant 

functions under this group of transformations. 

Lemma 3.3.1: (a) Let @n—-1) denote the set of orthogonal matrices of order (n—1), and 

let (A,, H,) and (A,, H,) be two distinct choices of matrices from {Sj,.,,, #}. Then 

the necessary and sufficient condition for the subset =(A,, H,) of S* to coincide with the 

subset =(A,, H,) is that H, = OH, and A, = OA,0' for some O € @(n-1). 

(b) For (A, H) € {Si , #} consider the group of transformations 
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g(A, H) = (OAO',OH) for O € @(n-1). 

A maximal invariant function under this group is 

T(A, H) = H'AH. 

(c) For the group of transformations in (b) another maximal invariant is given by 

U(A, H) = H'A*'H. 

Proof: To prove (a) we note by part (c) of Lemma 3.2.1 that if matrices H, and H, are 

members of #then H, = OH, for some O € @ (n—1). We now need to show that every 

2 chosen from =(A,, H,) belongs to =(A,, H,), if and only if A, =OA,O' for this O € 

@ (n—-1). On assuming that 2 € =(A,, H,), we have by Definition 3.2 that H,2H,' = A,. 

Substituting H, = OH, in this expression and using H, 2H,' = A,, we obtain 

H,2H,'= OH,2H,'0O' = 0OA,0'= A,. 

Further on assuming A, = OA,O' for a matrix O € @ (n—1) such that H, = OH,, we 

have that 

H,2H,'= OH,2H,'0' =0A,0'=A,, 

implying that & € S(A,, H,). 

To prove that the function in (b) is maximal invariant we need to show that 

T[A, H] = T[g(A, H)] for all (A, H) € {Si , #}, 

and that the condition T(A,, H,) = T(A,, H,) implies that 

{ A,, H, } = { OA,O', OH, } for some O € @(n-1). 

First note that for T[A, H] = H'AH we have 

T[g(A, H)] = T[OAO'", OH] = H'O'OAO'OH = H'AH = T[A, H], 

so that T[A, H] is invariant. Further requiring that T(A,, H;) = T( A, H,), we have that 

H,'A,H, = H,'A,H,. Premultiplying and postmultiplying by H, and H,', respectively, we 

get 

H,H,'A,H,H,' = H,H,'A,H,H,. 
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This expression yields OA,O' = A, for O = H,H,' as H,H,' = [,,.,) by definition of 

matrices in # As shown earlier in Lemma 3.2.1, H,H,' is an orthogonal matrix of order 

(n—1). It is noted that for this orthogonal matrix 

OH, = HH, 'H,= H[ I, - (1/n)1,1,'] = Hb. 

Thus T(A,, H,) = T(A2, H,) implies that { A,, H, } = { OA,O’, OH, }, and therefore 

the function T(.,.) is a maximal invariant under the specified group of transformations. 

The maximal invariance of U(.,.) in part (c) follows using arguments similar to 

those for invariance of T(.,.). O 

The example that follows illustrates the results in parts (a) and (b) of Lemma 3.3.2. 

We show that the two choices of ordered pairs in {S} , #} in Examples 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) 

are related through an orthogonal matrix of order 2. This illustrates part (a) of Lemma 

3.3.2. Further, since both these choices lie on the same orbit under the group g(A, H) = 

(OA,0',OH) applied to the elements of {S; , #}, we verify the invariance of the 

maximal invariant T[A,H] = H'AH. This demonstrates the result in part (b) of the lemma. 

Example 3.2(c): Relationship between matrices in {Sj , #} in parts (a) and (b) of 

Example 3.2. 

In parts (a) and (b) of this example two alternate choices of matrices (A,, H,) and 

531 
(A,, H,) were seen to specify the subset to which both 2, = : 4 | and X» = 

128 

76 5 
s 8 7 | belonged. We now show that (A,, H,) are related to (A,, H,,) through an 

5 714 

orthogonal matrix O as H, = OH, and A, = OA,0'. This orthogonal matrix is O = 

-1/2 3/12 as 
3/J12 1/2 |’ 
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on. =| —1/2. 3/v12|[-1/v6 2/6 -1/¥6|_|2/V6 -1/V¥6 -1/V6|_y 
a {3/Vi2. 1/2 ‘WW 1/v2.—0 = 1/ V2 V2 -1/V2| 

and OA.O'=| ~1/2. 3/12 || 11/6 5/12 || -1/2. 3/12 
a 3/V12 1/2 ‘|f5/V12) 11/2 {3/12 1/2 

_| 20/6 8/V12)_4 
g/vi2 4 b 

We verify the result in part (b) of Theorem 3.3.2 by noting that 

-1/V6 1/2 H,'A,H,=|2//6 0 rs ey 16 2/6 a 

20 2 —22 
= (1/9) 2 11 -13 

—22 -13 35 

and that this is the same as 

2/V6 0 - 
Hy/A,H,=|—1/vé 1/2 rs 8/12 [2/36 ~1/J6 8] 

“1/46 -1/ fa \L8/v12,— 4 0 I/V¥2 -1/42 

20 2 -22 
=(1/9| 2 11-13). 

-22 -13 35 

This example and Lemma 3.3.1 suggest direct specification of the classes =(A, H) 

in terms of elements in the range of T(.,.). In part (a) of Lemma 3.3.2 to follow, the 

function T(.,.) applied to elements of the ordered set {Sj , #} is shown to yield a class 

of matrices denoted as @n). Membership in this class requires conditions noted in 

Definition 3.3 to follow. Part (b) of Lemma 3.3.2 obtains a unique minimum norm least 

squares g-inverse for matrices in @n), to be used in Chapter 4. 

Definition 3.3: A matrix C of order nxn belongs to the class @n) if and only if the matrix 

is positive semidefinite having a one dimensional null space spanned by the unit vector. 
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Lemma 3.3.2: (a) For (A, H) in {Sj , #} let R(T) denote the range of the function 

T(A, H) = H'AH. Then R(T) = @{n). 

(b) Consider any C € @(n), and let (A, H) be any pair from the ordered set {S/,., , #} 

for which H'AH = C. Then the matrix given by H'A-!H is the minimum norm least 

squares inverse of C. 

Proof: To prove (a) note that whenever C is a matrix in R(T), then C = H'AH for some 

(A, H) from {Sj , #}. Hence 1,'C = 1,'H'AH = 0 as 1,'H' = 0 by definition. Thus the 

null space of every matrix C in R(T) is spanned by the unit vector. The matrix C is of 

rank (n-1) as the matrix A in the representation of C as H'AH is positive definite of rank 

(n-1). Hence C € R(T) implies that C e €(n). To prove the converse chose any C € €{(n). 

Then the chosen matrix C has a spectral decomposition as 
n-l 

C=) égig', (3.3.3) 
i=] 

where €, for i = 1, ... (n-1), are the eigenvalues of C, with g; as the corresponding 

eigenvectors. The vectors g; are orthonormal to the unit vector as the unit vector spans the 

null space of the matrix C. The expression (3.3.3) can be rewritten as 
n-l 

C= > Egigi= Hy'D|Hy, 
i=l 

where H, is the (n-1) x n matrix containing the (n-1) eigenvectors g; of C as row vectors 

and D, is the diagonal matrix with the corresponding eigenvalues. Since the g; are 

normalized eigenvectors we have H)H,' = [;,.,,. Further H,1, = 0 as the gj are 

orthonormal to the unit vector. Hence by Definition 3.1 H, ¢ # In addition D € S7,) as 

it is a diagonal matrix containing positive eigenvalues. Thus every matrix from @n) has a 

decomposition in terms of some pair (A, H) in {S/,, , #} taking the form C = H'AH = 

T(A, H). Hence R(T) = @{n). 
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The result in (b) follows on using Theorem 3.3.1 in Rao and Mitra (1971). In that 

theorem the necessary and sufficient conditions for a matrix G to be the minimum norm 

least squares g-inverse of A are 

(i) AGA = A, (ii) (AG)' = AG , (iii) GAG = G and, (iv) (GA)' = GA. 

These conditions apply to the matrix H'A-!H. Note that 

H'AHH'A-'HH'AH = H'AH, 

as HH' = Lil): This verifies the first condition. The third condition follows in a similar 

manner. The second condition holds as the matrix 

H'AHH'A:'H = H'H, 

is also the idempotent matrix B = [ I, - (1/n)1,1,'] and hence is symmetric. The fourth 

condition follows in a similar manner. Thus the matrix H'A-'H is the minimum norm 

least squares inverse of C. O 

In part (b) of this lemma the minimum norm least squares inverse of C € €n) 

takes the form H'A-!H whenever C = H'AH. It follows from (b) that H'A-'H is also 

contained in @(n). This kind of an inverse for a matrix C € @(n) is thus denoted as Coa) 

in succeeding results. The function H'A-!H is the second maximal invariant U(.,.) 

identified in part (c) of Lemma 3.3.1. Thus Lemma 3.3.2 (b) identifies an invertible 

relationship which relates the maximal invariants in that result. Part (a) of Lemma 3.3.2 

allows the specification of the classes =(A, H) through matrices C € @(n). Theorem 

3.3.2 that follows denotes these classes as %_ and establishes a partition of S; into the 

Nc subsets. The notation %; and =(A, H) will be used interchangeably for these subsets 

in the succeeding developments. A partition of the ordered set {Sj , #} into 

equivalence classes in part (a) of the theorem leads to the partition of the set of positive 

definite matrices S7. 
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Theorem 3.3.2: (a) For (X, Y) € {Si , #3}, let {ud A tocy) be the class of all ordered 

pairs in {S(,.) , #} such that for every element (A, H) in {ud Bb becyy? H'AH = Y'XY. 

The collective family of all such classes obtained on varying (X, Y) € {Sj ,#} 

partitions {Sj..1), #}. 

(b) Let M(y) = y1,' + 1,y' - ¥1,1,' as in Theorem 3.3.1. Then the set of matrices S* can 

be partitioned as the family of subsets DB = (N_<| C € Gn) ). For a chosen C € Gn) the 

subset \- is given as 

No =[L: L=C+M(y), for y'Ceyy <7]. 

where Coin) denotes the minimum norm least squares inverse of the matrix C. 

Proof: To prove (a) let (A,, H,) and (A,, H,) be related to each other if H,'A,H, = 

H,'ApHy. This relation is reflexive as every element relates to itself. Further if (A,, H,) 

is related to (A,, H,), and (A,, H,) is related to (A,, H,) then (A,, H,) is related to 

(A., H,) as 

H,'A,H, = H,'ApH)p and H,'A,H, = H,'’A.H, implies that H,'A,H, = H,'A.H< 

This shows the transitivity of the relation. Symmetry follows on noting that 

H,'A,H, = Hy'A,Hy implies that H,'A,H, = H,'A,H,- 

Thus the relation is an equivalence relation and the class {wf A Soe defined through this 

equivalence relation is an equivalence class. The collective family of all such equivalence 

classes obtained on varying { X, Y } e€ {Sj , #} partitions {S7,, #}, as the 

collective family of all equivalence classes partitions an index set ( Berge, 1963). 

To prove (b) we note that for T[A, H] = H'AH, each equivalence class {uf A bocy) 

as in (a) is obtained as the set T![Y'XY] in {S,,,,, #}. Since T(.,.) is a maximal 

invariant under the group g(A, H) = (OA,0',OH), each class constituting the partition in 

(a) is an orbit under this group of transformations. By the result in Lemma 3.3.1 (a), every 
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such orbit is associated with a unique subset of S; which is specified by any choice of 

(A, H) in that orbit. These establish a correspondence between the orbits and the 

maximal invariant T(.,.), as well as one between the orbits and the subsets N,. The range 

R(T) of this maximal invariant is the class @(n) through Lemma 3.3.2 (a). This implies a 

partition of S; indexed by elements of @n). The form of the elements in each subset 

follows from results in parts (a) and (e) of Theorem 3.3.1. Part (a) of this theorem implies 

that 

= = H'AH+ M(y) = C+ M(y). 
n-1 

Further, when the matrix C has spectral decomposition C = > cigig! , then Coin = 
i=l 

n-l 

Bibi This simplifies the constraint in part (e) of Theorem 3.3.1 to 
i=] i 

Y' Cony < Y . 

This establishes the form of elements in each partition set and completes the proof. O 

The foregoing partition of S* supports the decomposition of any mixing probability 

measure G[-;N] over measurable subsets of S* into conditional probability measures 

G[{C] for each C in €(n). The decomposition takes the form 

G[;N]= | G[|C]dN(C), (3.3.4) 
€(n) 

where N(C) is a probability measure over @(n). In introductory comments we had 

discussed Pitman estimation for mixture distributions obtained when the domain of G 

was restricted to a particular subset 8; for some C in @{n). The representation in (3.3.4) 

allows us to examine less restrictive mixing distributions than those discussed so far. 

Mixing distributions of interest here would be those for which restrictions would be 

applied to each probability measure G/{C] in (3.3.4), while the probability measure N(C) 
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over €(n) would be unrestricted. In the example that follows we illustrate the results in 

parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.3.2 through positive definite matrices of order 2. 

1/2 -1/2 1 -l 
Example 3.3: Matrices in %,, and &,, for C, = i 1/2 | ana C,= e ; | 

We note that C, and C, are in @(n) as they are of rank n-1 = 1, and as 1,'C, = 0 and 

1,,'C, = 0. This clarifies Definition 3.3. To verify the partition of {S/,,,, 4} as in part 

(c), we note that for n=2 the ordered set {Sj,., , #} reduces to {R;,h} where R} is the 

set of positive reals and h is the set of two dimensional vectors orthonormal to the unit 

vector. The two elements in the orbit corresponding to (C, are the pairs 

{1,(1/V2,-1/V2)’} and {1,(-1/V¥2,1//2)'} from {*,h}. This follows on noting that 
~1/J2 /42 1/2 -1/2 SYP hee ui ]=| NF je -v2]-| v2 [7c 

Similarly the two elements in the orbit in {Rj,h} corresponding to C> are the ordered 

pairs {2,(1/¥2,-1/V2)'} and {2,(-1/V2,1/V2)'}. We have noted that C,; = 
n-1 

f1/v2 -1/ V2] [1/2 -1/ V2] and equals > Egg! for €; = 1, and g)' 
i=l 

[1/ V2 ~1/V2 |. Hence using the representation in part (b) of Theorem 3.3.2 we obtain 

matrices in N., as 2 = C; + M(y), where y is a two dimensional vector of constants such 

that 

/Cijgy = UH _ y'[t/ v2 cua) priv -1/V2]y ey. 

i=l i 

A vector y meeting this condition is y,,'= [4 6] as 
’ pass Hoe elf ts ] 5 

Similarly the vector y,,'=[8 5] meets this condition. Using the vectors y,, and y,. we 

    

  

obtain Z,, and 2,, as elements of %,, as in the following. 
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sc emo jal 2 “2]4f4 4L[4 95 Jp 4 
eT 1372 1/2 | {6 6] l4 6] [5 5] |45 7.5 

1/2 -1/2] [8 8] [8 5] [65 6.5] [10 6 
= + = 7 = X42 = Cy + M12) irs v2 |*1s | “ls | es ss b a 

To obtain matrices in %., we note that C, = 2{1/ 2 -1/2| [1/2 -1/ V2 | = 

n-1 

> Eigig! for €; = 2, and g,'= [1/ V2 -1/V2 |. Admissible vectors y now need to meet 
i=l 

the condition 

a=! vg. gly _ y'[1/ v2 -1/ V2] [12 -1/V2|y _ 

ae 2 Sh 
A vector y meeting this condition is y,,'= [3 7] as 

1 Com = 

' ’ 

. B TY i/v2 -1/V2] [1/v2 -1/V2][3. 7] 
2 

Similarly the vector y,,' = [9 4] meets the condition. Using these vectors we obtain two 

y=5   

elements 2, and Z,, as elements of N_, as in the following. 

5 = G+My,)=<| 2 tal? Ff4af? 7 5 5 2 4 

aT Th 7] 3 7 Ls 5] L410 
1 -1} }9 9! {9 4] [6.5 65 12.5 5.5 

X4,=C,+M = - = 22= Co + M(Yo2) a el, Age ‘W Es és Ss os 

To illustrate the decomposition of a mixing probability measure G as in (3.3.4), consider 

a measure which assigns 1/8 probability to each of Z,, and 2,5, 1/4 probability to X,, and 

1/2 probability to &,,. This measure can be decomposed into the conditional measure 

G(.|C,) which assigns 1/2 probability to both Z,, and Z,, , and G(.|C>) which assigns 1/3 

probability to ,, and 2/3 probability to Z,,. Using the probability measure N(C) which 

assigns 1/4 probability to C, and 3/4 to Cy we obtain G. 

A special subset amongst subsets \¢ 1s the focus of the next section. 
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3.4 MATRICES IN THE CLASS T{n) 

Amongst subsets =(A;H) of S* a subset denoted by [(n) figures prominently in 

statistics. The subset satisfies [(n) = E(I(,_,);H). Matrices in this particular subset have 

stronger invariance properties than those for any other subset =(A;H). Note that while the 

definition that follows is similar to Definition 3.2, the property in part (b) of this 

definition holds for all H €# For elliptically symmetric distributions with dispersion 

matrices in I'(n), and for mixture distributions obtained through a mixing c.d.f. G defined 

over this subset, the Pitman estimate will be seen to emerge as a simpler correction of the 

sample average. Further it has been shown in the context of repeated measurements that 

for independent random vectors with multivariate normal distributions, dispersion 

structures within the class [’(n) preserve the distributions of F-ratios. These were studied 

independently by Huynh and Feldt (1970), and by Rouanet and Le’ pine (1970). The 

definition of this subset draws on these results. 

Definition 3.4: A (nxn) matrix L belongs to the class ['(n), if and only if 

(a) 2 € S; and 

(b) For every 2 €I(n) the identity H2H' = I,,,,) holds for all H <x. 

This definition implies that applying any set of (n-1) orthonormal contrasts to a 

normally distributed random vector having dispersion matrix £ eI(n), we obtain an 

(n —1)-dimensional spherical normal distribution. In this dissertation it will be seen that 

mixtures of elliptically symmetric distributions using a c.d.f over [(n) yield (n-1) 

dimensional spherical distributions for the contrasts. Properties of matrices meeting the 

conditions of the definition are in Theorem 3.4.1. The results in this theorem are identical 
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to those in Jensen (1992) except for differences in parametrization of the solutions 

meeting the conditions of Definition 3.3. The results in (a) and (b) can be seen to follow 

from those in Theorem 3.3.1 and proofs are omitted. 

Theorem 3.4.1: (a) Let B=[I, - /n)1,1,']. Then a matrix 2 meets the second condition 

in Definition 3.3 if and only if it can be expressed as 

L=Bt+yl, +1yy'- Y1y1y:- 

(b) The necessary and sufficient condition for matrices 2 in (a) to be positive definite is 

that 

Ln -7Y <7. 

(c) Let '(n) denote the subset of I'(n) obtained on restricting admissible vectors y to 

those satisfying y = y1,. Let 3(n) denote the equicorrelated class of matrices with 

elements given as 

X(p)=[Cl-p pt Pll), = -(a- lt <p<1. 

Then every element of S3(n) can be obtained by scalar multiplication from a 

corresponding element in I'(n), and vice-versa. 

Proof to (c): By the result in (a) elements of I'(n) take the form 

D=B+M(y)=I,-n gly tylq’ + Upy'- YIpln’, when U(y;-7Y <7. 
i=] 

Using y = ¥ 1, yields the elements for '(n) as 

S(7) =I, + (7 -n!)Aply', when 7 > 0. (3.4.1) 

We can rewrite X(y ) as 

—,_ (n-ny-l))_,,_ Wo: _| ny-l 
X(7) —— [a 8), +3Igty'] with 8=| PE] 
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The expression is a scalar multiple of a matrix in the equicorrelated class. Further the 

condition Y > 0 implies the restriction -(n-1)7! < 6 < 1 as in the equicorrelated class. 

Similarly, starting with an element in 3(n) we can rewrite it as 

¥(p)=[(1-p)ln + Plata = (1-p) [In + F-2)tg dn J 

where f = and -(n-1)"! <p < 1. The expression for the elements of 3(n) are 
(n—1)p+1 

n—np 

scale multiples of matrices taking the form (3.4.1). Further the condition -(n-1)"! < p < 1, 

implies the condition f > 0 as is the case for the parameter y in (3.4.1). O 

Figure 3.2 illustrates the constraint in part (b) for n = 2. The admissible vectors y 

are inside the convex set symmetrical about the equiangular line, unlike =(A;H) where 

the admissible vectors were in sets elliptical about the equiangular line. Example 3.4 that 

follows constructs a matrix in the class I’(n) using the results in (a) and (b). The third 

result in the theorem shows that the dispersion structures of matrices in the equicorrelated 

class are identical to those of a restricted subset of I'(n) except for a scalar multiple. To 

the extent that an estimation problem does not depend on the scalar multiple (the value of 

the scale parameter), the set 33(n) can be considered a subset of I(n) to which results 

applicable to I’(n) specialize. 

Example 3.4: £ eI (n), with y = (1/3)[ 10, 13, 16]. 

3 
We note that (vy, -Y)? =2< 7 =4.33. Therefore a positive definite matrix in I'(n) is 

i=l 

2=Uy) = B+yly + ny - ¥Andn 
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Fioure 3.2: Admissible Vectors for positive definiteness of = = L(y) for n=2. 
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2 -1 -l 10 10 10 10 13 16 13 13 13 3 

=(1/3)}}-1 2 -1}+)13 13 1344)10 13 16)-|13 13 13); = |3 

-1 -1 2 16 16 16 10 13 16 13 13 13 4 Mm 
On 

W
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3.5 MATRICES WITH EQUAL LINEAR FUNCTIONS ON COLUMNS 

We will show that for an elliptically symmetric distribution with dispersion matrix 

x the Pitman estimate 5¢.5(x) for p is given by the Aitkin (1934) estimator 

dg,r(x) = (1,'2711,) 11,2" x. 

We note that this is of the form w'x such that » w, = 1. Let Wn) denote the set of all n- 
i=] 

dimensional vectors w with > w; = 1. We are now interested in subsets of S” indexed by 
i=] 

w € Wn) such that for every elliptically symmetric distribution with dispersion matrix in 

such a subset we obtain the same linear function as the Pitman estimate. Such subsets are 

denoted as A(w). Matrices in each subset A(w) are those for which the inner product of w' 

with each column vector yields the same scalar. These subsets are defined in the 

following. 

Definition 3.5: For w € Qn), an (nxn) matrix = belongs to the class A(w), if and only if 

(a) Ze S* and 

(b) w'> =cl,. 

An example in a subset for a specified member of Pn) follows. 

Example 3.5: Example of a matrix in the equal linear function class. 
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3 

Consider a' = [-1/4 3/4 1/2]. Note that da; = 1.0 and so a ¢ An). Consider the 
i=l 

12 4 4 

matrix 2 =| 4 4 Oj}. The determinant of this matrix is 128 and the matrix is positive 

4 0 6 

definite as all principal minors are positive. Membership in A(a) follows on noting that 

12 4 4 

a'Z=[-1/4 3/4 1/2]/4 4 0/=21,. 
4 0 6 

Theorem 3.5.1 that follows explores connections between the classes A(w) and the 

classes =(A;H). In this theorem we denote each subset E(A;H) as Nc. Parts (a) and (b) 

characterize members common to A(w) and N¢ for any pair (w,C) from the ordered set 

[W% (n), @(n)]. Part (c) characterizes members in each subset A(w). 

Theorem 3.5.1: (a) As in Theorem 3.3.2 part (d) let @(n) denote the range of the function 

T[A, H] = H'AH for (A, H) € {Sj , #}. Further as in part (€) let N¢ be a subset of 

S; generated through a matrix C € @(n) as 

Ro=[2: 2=C+yl, + 1yy'- ¥1q1,; for Y CGY <¥ i. (3.5.1) 

where C,,) denotes the minimum norm least squares inverse of the matrix C. Then the 

necessary and sufficient condition for a matrix in N to be contained in a subset A(w) for 

some w € Jn) is that -Cw = By for B=[I, - d/n)1,1,']. 

(b) For any w € Mn) and C € En) let B(w,C) denote the subset of matrices of S* which 

belong to A(w)ANc¢. A matrix 2 is an element of B(w,C) if and only if it has a 

representation as 

X= X(€) =C - Cwl,' - 1,w'C' + €1,1,'. 

in terms of the parameters w and C defining the subset and a scalar € such that € > w'Cw. 
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(c) For a vector w € Hn) let A(w) be the corresponding subset of S;. Then a matrix L is 

an element of A(w) if and only if it can be expressed as 

X= XC, €) = C - Cwl,' - 1,w'C' + E1,1,' 

in terms of the parameter w, a matrix C in @(n) and a scalar & such that € > w'Cw. 

Proof: To prove (a) we start by assuming that 2 is in A(W)AN. Imposing the condition 

w'd = cl,’ to the representation of matrices in %¢ given by (3.5.1) yields 

wi[C + yly' + Any’ - Anda’ |= cln, 

for some scalar c. On using > w, =1 this simplifies as 
i=l 

wC+w'yl, +y'- 71, =cl,’ 

Taking a transpose and premultiplying both sides of this equation by the matrix B yields 

Cw + By = 0 or -Cw = By, 

as BC = C and B1, = 0. To show the converse we assume -Cw = By and that & is in the 

subset Nc. Note that By = [ I, - (1/n)1,1,'ly = y - y 1,. Hence using -Cw = By we have y 

= 71,+ By = y1,- Cw. Substituting this in the representation in (3.5.1) yields 

2=C+[y1,- Cw]1,' +1,[7 1,- Cw) - ¥1 11’. 

A matrix of this form belongs in A(w) as w' works out as 

w=w[C + [71,- Cw]1,' + ply 1n- Cwl' - YAnly 

=wC+y1,'-wCwl,'+ y1,'-wC- 71,1,’ 

= y1,-wCwl,' =[y -wCw]1,;, 

which is a scale multiple of the unit vector as required for membership in A(w). This 

shows that the necessary and sufficient condition for a matrix in N¢ to be contained in a 

subset A(w) for some w € Wn) is that -Cw = By. 

To prove (b) we first choose any matrix & 1n the subset B(w,C) for some w € Mn) 

and C € n). Since 2 is in A(w) we know from part (a) that -Cw = By and hence 

y=y1,+ By=y1,- Cw. 
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Using this expression in (3.5.1) we note that 2 takes the form 

L=C+[y1,- Cw]l, +1, [7 1,- Cw] - ¥1y1,' (3.5.2) 

= C+y1,1,'- Cwl,'+ ylaly - 1hwC- Y1,h) 

=C - Cwl,'- 1,w'C - 7 1,1,'. 

This is the required representation on setting y = €. Further to show that € > w’Cw for 

this representation we note that (3.5.2) is of the form 

r=C+81,' +1,8'- 1,1, 

for 5 = [7 1, - Cw] as § = n7!1,'[7 1, - Cw] = 7 - n7!1,'Cw = 7. Applying the condition 

of positive definiteness in (3.5.1) to 6 we obtain 

SCeyd <7 =5 =E. 

The preceding expression leads to 

[y 1, - Cw] ‘Coa LY 1, - Cw] = w'CCy,,, Cw = w'Cw <€ (3.5.3) 

as required on noting that 1n' Coin) = 0. To complete the proof to (b) we now need to 

demonstrate that a matrix & is a member of the subset B(w,C) if it is given by 

X= X(E) = C - Cwl,' - 1,wW'C' + €1,1,' for an € > w'Cw. 

To show that £ is a member of the subset B(w,C) we check to see if (i) it takes the form 2 

= X(y) = C+ yl, + 1,7' - Y1ply Gi) it's positive definite, and (iii) if w'S is a scalar 

multiple of the unit vector. To show (i) we note that we can rewrite £ as 

2=C-Cwl,'-1,'w'C' + E1,1,' 

= C+€lI,1,'- Cwl,' + €1,1,'- Iyw'C - €1,1,' 

=C+[Elq- Cw]ly’ + Up(E1y - Cw] - Egy, 
which is of the form X(y) for y = [&1, - Cw]. For positive definiteness we need 

¥ Cea = [En - Cw)’ Coin [E1n - Cw] = w'Cw <E. 

The condition w'Cw < & is assumed true by hypothesis and hence & is positive definite. 

To check for the third condition we find on using » w, = 1 that 
i=] 
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wz =w'C - Cwl, - 1,w'C + €1,1,] 

=w'C - w'Cwl,' - w'C + €1,' = [E- w'Cw]1,' 

is a scalar multiple of the unit vector. Demonstrating (i) through (111) completes the proof 

to part (b). A matrix & is contained in B(w,C) if and only if it has the required 

representation. 

To prove (c) let © be a matrix of the form X(C, €) for some C in @(n) and some 

scalar & for which — > w'Cw. Then for that C € @n) we note that > takes the form X(&) 

as in part (b). Hence through the result in part (b) 2 is an element of B(w,C) and therefore 

contained in A(w). To complete the proof we now assume that a matrix 2 is an element of 

A(w). By Definition 3.5 it then follows that this matrix is positive definite. By the 

partition of the set of positive definite matrices into subsets of the form NS, through 

Theorem 2.3.2(e) we know that = is an element of %_ for some C in @(n). For this C the 

matrix & therefore belongs to B(w,C) and thus takes the form Z(E) as in part (b). 

Allowing C to be variable in 2(€) we obtain X(C, &) with the constraint E > w'Cw. With 

this we conclude that the stated expression for 2 and the constraint are necessary and 

sufficient for membership in A(w). 0 

Parts (a) and (b) of this theorem prescribe conditions for membership in 

A(wW)O®¢. Matrices in such an intersection are obtained on using 

E=Ly)= C+ dy! + Iny'- Anda 
for vectors y meeting the constraints By = -Cw and y > w'Cw. The first constraint forces 

admissible choices for y from a straight line parallel to the equiangular line. Positive 

definiteness for 2 implies y > w'Cw. These observations are illustrated through the 

example that follows and through Figure 3.3. The example also computes a matrix in 

A(w). 
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1 -l 
Example 3.6: Constraints on y to generate matrices in A(w) \ N¢ for C = : 11 and 

w'=[-0.5 1.5]. 

Matrices in \; are generated as 

Z=Ctyly! + lpy'- 7 1ply- 
The constraints on y are obtained as vectors y for which y' Coin < y. When the matrix C 

n-l n—1 

has spectral decomposition C = > Sigig! , then Cy, = = €>'(g.g!). The matrix C has 
i=] i=l 

, 

the spectral decomposition C = 2f1/ V2 -1/ 2] [1/2 -1/ 2]. Hence for this C € 

€(n) we need vectors y such that 

Coot = y'[1/ 2 1 i -1/ 42 |y ey. 
  

This works out to (y,-7) +(y,—-7) <27, and constrains the two-dimensional vectors y 

needed to generate N; to those inside the convex set in Figure 3.3. The elements of the 

subset A(w) A X¢ are obtained under the further constraints -Cw = By and w'Cw < y. In 

this example we have 

vficeor-{ Gis] [apmtrerss 
W-¥ ae 2 ; ; , 

The identity ” | = , forces choices of y to be on a straight line parallel to the .- _ 

equiangular line as shown in Figure 3.3. The requirement w'Cw < y leads to 

7 >[-0.5 13] Te =[-0.5 3] 3 = 4, 

In Figure 3.3 we see that the constraint y > 4 makes us chose y vectors on the straight 

line parallel to the equiangular line and also within the symmetric convex set. On using 

y'=(8 4] from this constrained set, a matrix in A(w) for w'=[-0.5 1.5] is obtained as 

ry any ff ! 11] ful 5 
Z=Ct+yly' + Upy'- YApln' = | ; {ale 1] + il 4] “6 1 -[' | 

This matrix is also in %¢ for the matrix C in this example. 
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Ni 

we By = -Cw 

    ~~---- —--3 (4,4) 

  

  
Figure 3.3: Constraints on y in SR? to generate matrices in B(w,C) for w and C as in 

Example 3.6. The constraints -Cw = By and w'Cw < y together imply vectors y chosen 

on the line inside the convex set as indicated. 
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Recall that a partition of S” into %¢ sets was of interest in Section 3.3 as it allowed 

the decomposition of mixing distributions over S7 into conditional distributions over 

each subset \- in the partition. Using the representation in the preceding theorem, part 

(a) of the following result develops a partition of S* into A(w) sets. These two partitions 

are then used in parts (b) and (c) to develop finer partitions for each A(w) subset and each 

X subset of S7. 

Theorem 3.5.2: (a) The family A = ( A(w)| w € Mn) ) of subsets of S* obtained on 

varying the vector w within Mn) partitions the set S of positive definite matrices. 

(b) For every w € Wn) the family E(w) = (B(w,C)|C €@(n)) of subsets of A(w) 

obtained on varying C within @(n) partitions A(w). 

(c) Similarly for every C € @(n) the family O(C) = (B(w,C)|w EW (n)) of subsets of Xo 

obtained on varying the vector w within Mn) partitions the subset Nc. 

Proof: Following Berge (1963), we note that the required partition of S* in (a) is 

demonstrated if (i) for all w € Wn), A(w) # ©, and A(w) c SZ, (ii) ACW, NAW.) = D 

whenever w, + w,, and (iii) JU! A(w) = S;. From the representation in Theorem 3.5.1 

part (c) note that for every w € Wn) a matrix & in A(w) can be obtained as 

X= XC, &) = C - Cwl,' - 1,w'C + E1,1,' (3.5.4) 

for choices of C € @(n) and € such that € > w'Cw. Hence A(w) # ©. Further A(w) c S* 

by definition. Preceding statements establish properties required in (i). To show (ii) 

choose any two distinct vectors w,, w, € Mn). The second condition follows if Ze A(w,) 

implies that ©¢A(w,). Choose any Ze A(w,). Then by the results in part (c) of Theorem 

3.5.1 this matrix is given by (3.5.4) for w = w,, and for some C € @n) and some 

E > w' Cw. For this matrix 
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w,'2 = w,[C - Cw], - 1,W,'C' + E1,1y] 

= [wa-w,]'C + [§ - w2'Cw,]1,'. 

In this expression [w,-w,]'C is not proportional to the unit vector as the null space of the 

matrix C in @(n) is spanned by the unit vector. Further [w,-w,]'C is non-zero as [w,-w, ] 

is not proportional to the unit vector. Thus w,'2 is not proportional to the unit vector and 

X¢A(w)). This establishes (ii). To verify (iii) we need to show that every matrix 2 in S* 

belongs to A(w) for some w € %n). Choose any = in S* and let a' = (1,'5°41, at27. 

Since 1,'a =1,'=7'1,(1,' rl) = 1.0, it follows that a ¢ Wn). Also 

a'd= (1,'571,) 1,572 = (1,'271,) 1, 

is a scalar multiple of the unit vector. Hence the chosen matrix belongs in the subset 

A(a) for the specified a € Wn). This verifies (iii) and establishes the family A = 

(A(w)|w €9(n)) of subsets of S* asa partition of S*. 

Statement (b) posits, for every w € Mn), a partition of A(w) by the family E(w) 

= (B(w,C)|C E €(n)) of subsets of A(w). For every w € An) this requires that (i) for 

all C € (n), B(w,C) # SP and B(w,C)c A(w), (ii) BOw,C,)AB(w,C,) = © whenever C, 

# C,, and (iii) cb BOW) = A(w). From the representation in Theorem 3.5.1(b) we note 

that for every w € Wn) we can obtain a matrix Y in B(w,C) for all C ~¢@(n) by 

choosing € > w'Cw. Further B(w,C)c A(w) by definition. This verifies (1). The second 

condition follows if & € B(w,C,) implies 2 ¢ B(w,C,) for each w € Mn) and all 

distinct matrices C,, C, € @(n). Consider any such pair of matrices and chose 2 ¢ 

B(w,C,). This implies £ € X_,. The partition of Sj) into subsets of the form N¢ 

(Theorem 3.3.2 (b)), implies that 2 ¢ X_ as C; # Cy. Hence & ¢ B(w,C,). The third 

condition holds if for every w € Wn), each & € A(w) belongs in a subset B(w,C) for 

some C € @(n). Choose any © e€ A(w). Then by definition this matrix is positive 

definite. By the partition S; into subsets of the form N¢, this 2 © &%_ for some matrix C 
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e @(n). Then = e€ B(w,C) for this C. With this we establish a partition of each A(w) as 

the family E(C) = (Brw,C)|C € €(n)) of subsets of A(w). 

Statement (c) involves a similar partition of each Nc set. The conditions for this 

partition are verified using the partition of S* into A(w) subsets in part (a) of this 

theorem. The proof follows on using similar arguments to those used for statement (b). 

O 

A special subset amongst the classes A(w) is the focus of the next section. 
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3.6 THE EQUAL COLUMNS SUM CLASS 

Since the sample average is a commonly used estimator for location, its 

admissibility under squared error loss has been examined. Kagan, Linnik, and Rao (1973) 

show that under conditions of independence and n>2, the admissibility of the sample 

average requires normality as noted earlier. We reexamine this in the absence of 

independence. It is in this context that a class, denoted by Q(n), amongst classes A(w), is 

of particular interest. This class satisfies Q(n) = A(n"‘1,). For every elliptically 

symmetric random vector with a dispersion matrix in (2(n) and a common scalar mean we 

find the sample average to be admissible. Further non-elliptically contoured distributions 

are identified for which the same conclusions apply. These derive from properties studied 

in this section. Matrices in this class have equal column sums. Example 3.7 gives a 

matrix belonging to this class. The definition of membership in Q(n), obtained from 

Jensen (1989a), is formally stated in the following. 

Definition 3.6: A (nxn) matrix L belongs to the class Q(n), if and only if 

(a) X € Si and 

(b) 1,'2 = c1,, for some constant c. 

Example 3.7: A matrix 2 belonging to the class Q(n). 

33 1 
2=/3 5 -1 

1-1 7 

is in Q(n), has column sums equal to 7, and is positive definite as it has a determinant of 

28 > 0, and all principal minors are positive. 
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In part (a) of the theorem that follows the matrices & in £2(n) are shown to be those 

in S* having the scaled unit vector (/Vn )1, as an eigenvector. Part (b) expresses each 

matrix in the subset obtained as Q(n) WN ¢ in terms of the parameter C € @(n), and a 

scalar &. The third part gives a representation of matrices in Q(n). Part (d) gives a 

partition of this subset. 

Theorem 3.6.1: (a) Let 2 = EDE' be a spectral decomposition for ZeS7, where the 

column vectors of E are the n eigenvectors of 2, and D is a diagonal matrix containing 

the corresponding eigenvalues. The necessary and sufficient condition for X to belong to 

Q(n) is that E takes the form K in (3.2.1), consisting of the row vector (1//n )1,,' and 

some orthonormal completion H for it. The eigenvalue corresponding to (1//n )1,, is c, 

the common column sums for LéQ)(n). 

(b) For each C € @(n), a matrix © is in the intersection Q(n)N ¢ if and only if it can be 

expressed as 

L=2X(G)= C+ E1n1y 

for some & > 0. 

(c) For a matrix © to be contained in Q(n) it is necessary and sufficient that the matrix has 

a representation as 

L= UC, §)=C + Elly’, 

for some C € @(n) and some € > 0. 

(d) The family I = (Q(n) AX-|C € €(n)) of subsets of Q(n) obtained on varying C e 

@(n) partitions Q(n). 

Proof: The result in Part (a) follows on noting that (1/ Vn )1,, 1s an eigenvector of © if and 

only if 

(Z-A1,)C1/ Vn )1,, = 0, where A is the corresponding eigenvalue. This requires that 
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(/Vn)51, = (0/Vn)1, 

which is true if and only if the column sums of & are equal. Further it follows that the 

eigenvalue A = c, the equal column sum. 

In Theorem 3.5.1 (b) we noted that for any w € Wn) and any C € @(n) a matrix 

x belongs to the subset A(w) -if and only if it has a representation as 

Y= XE) =C - Cwl,' - 1,wWC' + E1, 1, . 

in terms of the parameters w and C defining the subset and a scalar € such that € > w'Cw. 

Note that 1,,'C = 0, and Q(n) = A(n"!1,). These yield necessary and sufficient conditions 

for membership in 02(n) AR as the representation 

X= XE) = C - Cwl,' - 1,w'C' + E1,1,) 

=C-n'!Cl1,1,' -n71,1)'C + 61,1)’ = C + Elgly’, 

for some € > w'Cw = n™1,'C1,, = 0. This proves (b). Part (c) follows in a similar manner 

from Theorem 3.5.1 (c). 

The proposition in (d) follows from the partition established in Theorem 3.5.2 (b) 

as it applies to allw € Mn). O 

This theorem illustrates how the Q(n) and N¢ subsets relate. With motivations 

similar to those expressed earlier we obtain the partition in (d). Part (b) provides a 

representation of matrices in each subset Q(n)AN ¢. Part (c) provides one for members of 

the equal column sums class of matrices. These representations can be used to compute 

matrices in these subsets. Example 3.8 does this. For the matrix C e€ @(n) in Example 

2.2, two matrices in Q(n) NN ¢ are obtained. 
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20 #2 -22 

22-13 35} 
Example 3.8: Matrices in %_ and Q(n)AN¢ for C= (1/ >| 2 11 -13 

531 76 5 
From Example 2.2(c), we note that the matrices 2; = | 3 4 2| and 2,=|6 8 7 | arein 

128 5 7 14 

NS for this C € @(n). However these matrices are not in Q(n). In the expression in 

Theorem 3.6.1 (c), using € as 1 and 2 respectively yield 

20 2 -22) f111 29 11 ~-13 
D3 =L(EV=Ct+EL IL = (1/9) 2 11 -13/+]1 1 1/=C/9)} 11 20 -4 

-22 -13 35|/ |111 ~13 -4 44 
20 2 -22 111 38 20 4 

and X4=C+21,1,'= (1/9) 2. 11 -13}+2/1 1 1/=(1/9)}20 29 31], 
~22 -13 35 111 4 5 53 

as elements of QQ(n) and also as members of N¢. 

The next section excerpts results in this chapter on the various subsets of the class 

of positive definite matrices and its dual partition. 
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3.7 OVERVIEW 

This section summarizes notation and results developed about matrices of scale 

parameters. Section 3.3 developed results about the classes %. (also referred to as & 

(A,H)) of matrices in S|. The index matrix C is an element of the class @(n) of n- 

dimensional positive semidefinite matrices of rank (n-1) with null space spanned by the 

unit vector. The notation Cy,,) denotes the minimum norm least squares inverse of the 

matrix C. For a chosen C € @(n), the class N; contains matrices which can be expressed 

as 

L=Uy)=C+ yy + Up - Andy’, 

for the parameter C, and some vector y such that Y' Coin < y. The family of subsets 

obtained on varying C € €(n) partitions the set of positive definite matrices. Figure 3.4 

presents S’ symbolically as a grid of subsets. The horizontal strips represent the X%_ 

classes in S7. A special subset amongst subsets N is examined in Section 3.4. This is 

the subset ['(n) containing matrices of the type studied by Huynh and Feldt (1970) and 

Rouanet and Le’ pine (1970). These are represented as the central horizontal strip in the 

figure. On choosing B = I, -(1/n)1,1, ‘] from @n) this subset is obtained as Ng. 

The classes A(w) of S; are studied in Section 3.5. For every elliptically symmetric 

random vector X having a dispersion matrix in each class A(w), w'X will be seen to be 

the Pitman estimator. This motivates A(w). The vector w identifying each subset is 

selected from the class Mn) of all n-dimensional vectors w such that > W; =1. Fora 
i=] 

chosen w € Wn), matrices in the class A(w) can be expressed as 

X= XC, €) = C - Cwl,' - 1,w'C + E11, 

in terms of the parameter w, a matrix C in @n) and a scalar € such that —§ > w'Cw. The 

family of subsets of S’ obtained on varying w ¢ Wn) partitions S". The vertical strips 
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Figure 3.4: Partition of the set S> of positive definite matrices. The partition is 
represented as a grid. The horizontal strips are the %_ classes and the vertical strips are 

the A(w) classes. The I(n) and Q(n) subsets are special subsets of these classes. They are 

the subsets containing matrices studied by Huynh and Feldt (1970) and the equal column 

sum matrices respectively. For any pair (w,C) from the ordered set | W%,R(T)],the subset 

B(w,C) = A(w)AN ¢. The intersection of Tn) and Q(n) is '(n). The matrices in this 
subset are equicorrelated. 
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in Figure 3.4 represent the classes A(w). The middle strip represents the special class 

Q(n) consisting of matrices with equal column sums. Each cell in the figure corresponds 

to subsets obtained as the intersections 8 ~7A(w). These subsets are denoted as B(w,C). 

The intersections 8 ~VQ(n) obtained as C varies over @(n) partitions Q(n). For each w € 

Qn) a similar conclusion holds for the intersections of A(w) with Nc as C is varied 

over @n). This and the partition of each \_ set as w varies over Mn) are illustrated by 

the figure. Amongst the intersection subsets B(w,C) the subset [(n)NQ(n) is denoted as 

I'(n). The subset I'(n) consists of elements in the class of equicorrelated matrices. 

Mixtures of elliptically symmetric distributions are of interest in the next chapter. 

Results in this chapter relate as the mixtures arise through distributions over S). Mixtures 

for probability measures restricted in two ways are of particular interest. Firstly, the 

domain of the probability measure is restricted to each subset of S; in the partitions 

discussed in this chapter. Secondly, lesser restrictions pertain to probability measures 

with domain extending across these partitions. Restrictions then apply as properties 

required conditionally over each subset in the domain of the probability measure. This 

motivates the study of subsets and partitions of the set of positive definite matrices in this 

chapter as foundations to developments in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

PITMAN ESTIMATION FOR ENSEMBLES AND MIXTURES 

4.1 INTRODUCTION: 

This chapter provides an application for the various subsets of positive definite 

matrices studied in Chapter 3. This application has similar objectives to those of Kagan, 

Linnik, and Rao (1973). Their results are reviewed in greater detail in Chapter 2. Their 

study examines distributions in the location family assuming independence and moments 

to order 2. For these conditions they demonstrate that the unbiased admissibility of the 

best linear estimator is a property which characterizes normality. 

In this chapter the assumptions of independence is relaxed through distributional 

assumptions from within two classes of distributions. These classes of distributions were 

introduced in Section 2.3. They are the elliptically symmetric distributions and the 

distributions obtained as mixtures of these. The MRE estimator under squared error loss 

(the Pitman estimator) is obtained for members of these classes. For both contexts we 

find that amongst equivariant estimators the admissible estimator is linear. Section 4.2 

derives the general form of the Pitman estimate for elliptically symmetric distributions. 

Section 4.3 applies this result to contexts where the scale parameter 2 belongs to each 

class %_ and to each class A(w). In Section 4.4 a general form for the Pitman estimate for 

mixtures is obtained. Recal] that these mixtures are obtained through the use of a 

probability measure G over the set of positive definite matrices. Section 4.5 applies this 

to contexts where the domain of the probability measure G is restricted. The restrictions 

on the domain are to each class N%¢ and to each class A(w). Section 4.6 provides 

conditions for admissibility of linear functions with particular emphasis on the sample 

average. 
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4.2 THE PI IMA FOR PTI Y T 

DISTRIBUTION 

The following notation and ideas in Chapters 2 and 3 are pertinent. Random vectors 

are denoted as X and take values x in R". The class of matrices # consist of all (n-1)xn 

dimensional matrices H which are semiorthogonal completions of the row vector 

d/ Vn )1,'. The minimal risk equivariant (MRE) estimate for location under squared error 

loss is a Pitman estimate. This section deals with the general form taken by the Pitman 

estimate in the context of elliptically symmetric random vectors. The distribution of such 

a random vector is denoted as L(X) = E,(p11,,2,6), where specifies the particular 

elliptically symmetric distribution. Pitman estimates are obtained by using the 

distribution of any equivariant estimator 5,(X) conditional on the value observed for any 

maximal invariant function of x under translations of the form xx + tl). In this 

application, 59(X) is chosen to be the sample average X. For any H € & the function 

d(x) = Hx provides the required maximal invariant. This is demonstrated in the 

following. 

Lemma 4.2.1; For x € ®", consider the group of transformations 

g(x) =x+tl,, 

for t € R!, the real line. Then for all H € % the function d(x) = Hx is maximal invariant. 

Proof: To prove this choose any H € Hand let d(x) = Hx. This is maximal invariant if it 

is invariant, i.e. 

d(x) = d[g(x)] 

for all x € R", and if the condition d(x,) = d(x,) implies that 

X = B(X.) =X, + tlh, 
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for some t e R!. Using the property H1,, = 0, the first requirement follows as 

d[g(x)] = H[x + tl,] = Hx +0= d(x), 
for any x € R" and any t € R!. To verify the second requirement impose the condition 

d(x,) = d(x,) or Hx, = Hx,. Premultiplying both sides by H' and using H'H = 

(1, -(1/n)1,1,'] yields 

H'Hx, = H'Hx, 

=> [In - (1m) Ap dy')X) = [Tn - U/n) 1g ly’, 
=>x,-X1,=%)- X 1). 

Thus x, = x, + (X, - X,)1, is of the form x, = x, + tl, for t = x, - x,. Hence x, = g(x,) 

whenever d(x,) = d(x,). This completes the proof. O 

In succeeding results we choose 59(X) = X, and d(x) as the maximal invariant. The 

Pitman estimate is obtained on using the result in Lehmann (1983) reproduced as 

Theorem 2.2.1 in this dissertation. This estimate is a correction of any equivariant 

estimator by the conditional mean of this estimator when u = 0. This correction to X is 

denoted by &[ X|d]. The estimate is given by 

5 (x; d)= X - &[X|d], (4.2.1) 

for some d as in the lemma. Replacing the conditional mean in (4.2.1) by a conditional 

median M,[X|d] yields the MRE estimate under Laplace loss. These conditional 

parameters are obtained for elliptically symmetric distributions in the following. 

Lemma 4.2.2: For Z(X) = E,(y1,.2,6), let D = D(X) be the random vector HX for 

some H € 3 Then for a sample vector x € KR", the distribution of X given that D takes 

the value d = Hx is 
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L( X |D=Hx) = E, [p+n! cH'(HSH)'Hx, 1°( Do,,- cH'\(HEHY'He), $* ] (4.2.2) 
il 

where [ oj; ] are the elements of the matrix 2, ¢ is the vector of column sums of 2, and o* 

depends on @¢ through the quadratic form x'H'(H2H")' Hx. 

Proof: For the chosen matrix H € #% let T be the matrix 

ie H 
On using properties of elliptically symmetric distributions in Theorem 2.3.1 (b) and (c), 

we have 

copontlis)” lL J [wp 

“rll ] [is sa “2s 
where A,, = n7!1,'21,n"' =n? 36, Ay. =n! 1,'2H' = n'e'H’, and A), = HZH’. 

i,j 

Using Theorem 2.3.1 (d), which gives the conditional distribution for elliptically 

symmetric distributions, we get the required result. O 

A one-dimensional elliptically symmetric distribution is a one-dimensional 

symmetric distribution. The location parameter in (4.2.2) is the conditional mean of the 

distribution when first order moments for the distribution of X exist, and is also the 

conditional median. Note that obtaining the conditional distribution in the preceding 

lemma by conditioning on any one maximal invariant is equivalent to conditioning on 

any other. This follows as invertible transformations connect maximal invariant 

functions. Consider the set of maximal invariants obtained as Hx on varying H « & 

Then the parameters of the conditional distribution in Lemma 4.2.2 are invariant to the 
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particular choice of the maximal invariant from this set. To see this consider H, # H, 

from # Then by Lemma 3.2.1 H, = OH, for some orthogonal matrix O of order (n-1). 

This implies 

H,'[H,2H,']'H, = H,'O'[OH,2H,'0')'H, = H,'[H,2H,']"'H,, 

leading to the invariance of the parameters in Lemma 4.2.2. Setting pp = 0 for the location 

parameter gives the correction which when applied to the sample average yields the MRE 

estimator. This estimator is in Theorem 4.2.1. For elliptically symmetric distributions the 

estimator continues to take the Aitkin (1934) form. An algebraic identity to this form in 

terms of matrices H € # is provided and applied in the next section. The estimate is also 

MRE under Laplace loss functions . 

Theorem 4.2.1: For L(X) = E, (ul, z,6), let X have finite risk. Then the MRE estimate 

for the location parameter p is given for each H € Has 

5 (x; d)= X -n! cH'(HIH)'Hx = (1,'D"11,)11,'D"'x, (4.2.4) 

where ¢ is the vector of column sums of Z. The variance of this estimator is given by 

Var [5 (x; d)] = a,n-*( 2.05 - CH'(HZH')'He) = a, (1/2711), (4.2.5) 

where a, > 0 is a constant depending on 9. This constant equals 1 when the distribution 

of X is normal. 

Proof: When p = 0, the mean and median of the distribution in (4.2.2) is 

n? ¢'H'(H2H’)' Hx. 

Hence the MRE estimate is obtained by subtracting this expression from X. That yields 

the expression in the middle of (4.2.4) as the Pitman estimate. The estimate depends on & 

but does not depend on > implying that the estimate is the same for elliptically symmetric 

distributions. The expression to the right in (4.2.4) is the generalized least squares 
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estimate which is uniformly minimal variance unbiased (UMVU) when X is normally 

distributed. Equivariant UMVU estimators are identical to the MRE estimator under 

squared error loss (Lehmann 1983, p. 163). This yields the second equality in (4.2.4). 

From (4.2.2), the variance of the estimator is given by 

Var [6 (x; d)] = oyn?( Do; - cH'\(HEH')'He) = o4(1)'2"1,)" 
i,j 

as required in the middle of expression (4.2.5). The expression to the right in (4.2.5) 

follows using arguments similar to those used for the right hand side of expression 

(4.2.4). 0 

This theorem gives the general form taken by the MRE estimator for elliptically 

symmetric random vectors. This estimator has the following three properties. Firstly, the 

estimator is a weighted average of the elements of the random vector. This follows on 

noting that 6(x; d) = k’x with 1,'k = 1,'2711,(1,'2"'1,)"! = 1. Secondly, the first point 

implies that the estimator is unbiased as each component of X is unbiased. Thirdly, the 

Aitkin (1934) form reveals that the estimator is independent of and the value of the 

maximal invariant d. The estimator depends on the parameter only through L. This 

supports the alternate notation of 5,(X) for the estimator in succeeding results. The next 

section applies (4.2.4) to positive definite matrices which belong to each class %¢ and to 

each class A(w). 
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4.3 ESTIMATION IN ELLIPTICALLY SYMMETRIC DISTRIBUTIONS: THE 

CLASSES 8. AND A(w) 

The general form of the Pitman estimator obtained in the preceding section is now 

specialized to each class %. From earlier developments the matrix C indexing each class 

is a member of the class @(n) comprising the positive semidefinite matrices of order n 

with a one-dimensional null space spanned by the unit vector. Each matrix C in @(n) can 

be expressed as H'AH for some (A, H) from the ordered set {S/, , 4}. The minimum 

norm least squares inverse of C is also contained in @n) and is denoted as C,,). This 

inverse equals H'A-!'H whenever C = H'AH. For each C, the necessary and sufficient 

condition for a matrix Z to be a member of % ¢ 1s that it have an expansion as 

E= L(y) = C+ yg’ + Igy’ - Yl (43.1 
for a vector y of constants such that y'Cz/,,y < 7. The theorem that follows obtains the 

Pitman estimator for members of each class \ ¢. 

Theorem 4.3.1; Let L(X) = E,(p1,,.2,06) be the distribution for an n-dimensional 

random vector X with dispersion matrix X(y) in %¢_ as in (4.3.1). Then the MRE estimator 

for p is 

5;(X) = X - y'Cg,)X. 

The variance of this estimator is given by 

Var [ 5;(X 56) ] = ay( Y- Y' Cony) 

with a, depending on the particular elliptically contoured distribution and being equal to 

1 when the distribution is normal. 
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Proof: Using Lemma 3.3.2 express C in @(n) as C = H'AH for some pair of matrices 

(A, H) from the ordered set {S/,., , 4}. For this H it follows from Theorem 4.2.1 that 

the Pitman estimator can be expressed as 

8,(X) = X - n°! c'H'(HEH'y HX, 

with variance 

Var [ 6,(X) ] = O4n?( Xo; - c'H'(HXH')'He), 
i,j 

where o, depends on the particular elliptically contoured distribution. Since <=(A, H) 

it follows by Definition 3.2 that HXH' = A, so that 

H'(H=H')'H = H'A“'H = C;,,. 

Further note that 

nie! =n!1,'D=n'!1,[C + yl, + 1yy'- Y1p1n] =Y'- 

Similarly oj = 1,'21, = n*y. Substituting these in the general expressions the 
i,j 

estimator and the variance of the estimator are given as 

55(X) = X - y'Cg,)X, and Var [5;(X) ]= a4( ¥- y' Coy) 

respectively, as required. 0 

Example 4.1 illustrates the theorem. The corollary that follows applies the theorem 

to the context of matrices studied by Huynh and Feldt (1970) and Rouanet and Le’ pine 

(1970). 

Example 4,1: MRE estimation for for a sample vector from an elliptically contoured 

20 2 -22 
distribution with 2 € X_ with C= (1/9)| 2 1] -13). 

-22 -13 35 

m
L
 

N
 

Ww 

C
O
N
 

a
 

| 

Let x'= (10 12 14) be a sample vector from a distribution with © = | 
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Through Example 3.2, this matrix was seen to belong to the class \¢ with C as specified. 

Further, ©=C+yl1,' +1,y'+ y1,1,' for y' = [3, 3, 11/3 ] and C = H'AH for the matrices 

H- ye 2/V6 ee | and A =| NE SI? |. Hen 
1/J2  O| -1/V2 5/J12 11/2 

ee ding V2 1 iiy16  —s/evi2 -1/V6 2/V6 -1/V6 Co) = HATH =| 2/ 0 5 ‘5 
“1/J6 -1/ yz |L-5/8V12 11/48 LI 0 -1/ 

8 -8§ 0 
=(1/24)}-8 11 -3]. 

0 -3 3 

Using this matrix the Pitman estimate is obtained as 

5;(X) = X - Y' Coy 

8 -8 Orig 
=12-[3 3 11/3](1/24)}-8 11 -3 ia) -19%, 

0 -3 3 |LI4 

The variance for the estimator is 

Var [ 8:(X36) ]= a4( 7- ¥' Cea) 

| 
= 2904/9 - ag[3 3 11/3 ](1/24)|-8 11 -3]] 3 |=290,/9 - ay/18 = 5704/18. 

0 -3 3 |[11/3 

with a, being equal to 1 when the distribution is normal. 

Corollary 4.3.1: For L(X) = E,( p1,, 2, > ), with & e I(n) obtained from a vector of 

constants y as 2 = XY(y)= B +yl1,' + 1,7'- ¥1,1,' . the MRE estimate for p is 

5;(x)= X -y'e 

where e is the vector of OLS residuals given by e; = x; - X. Its variance is 

Var [ 5,(X) ] = o,f 7- Loi- 7 1, 
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where y; are the elements of y, with average y, and a, is a constant depending on the 

particular elliptically contoured distribution. This constant equals 1 when the distribution 

is normal. 

Proof: Observe that '(n) = N, for B=[I, - (1/n)1,1,)]. Using Bx = e, y'By = > (7; -y)’, 
i=l 

and noting that Bein) = B, we obtain the required results from expressions in Theorem 

43.1.0 

The expression for the variance in this corollary has an interesting feature. The 

variance decreases with increasing ¥(y, 7)’. It follows that for any two matrices X(y) 
i=] 

and 2(y,) with the vectors y, and y, having the same y, the matrix associated with the 

vector more dispersed in the sense of majorization, has lower variance for the Pitman 

estimator. This conclusion is counter-intuitive as Jensen (1992) shows that on requiring 

any two admissible vectors y, and y, to have equal sum for their- components, the more 

ill-conditioned matrix is the one associated with the more dispersed vector. An 

application of the result in Corollary 4.3.1 is in the following. 

Example 4.2: MRE estimate for p for elliptically contoured distribution with 2 € I(3). 

Let x'= (10 12 14) be a sample vector from a distribution with 

334 
L=|35 5}. 

457 

In Example 3.4, this matrix was seen to belong to I'(n) for y' = (1/3)(10 13 16). Hence the 

estimate is given by 

—2 
5,(X) = X - y'e = 36/3 - (1/3)(10 13 9) 0 | = 12 - (1/3)(-20+32) = 8. 

2 _ 

Further 
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Var [ 5:(X) ]= of Y- X(yi- 7) ] = 3904/9 -18 ay/9 = 2.33044, 
i=1 

with a, being equal to 1 when the distribution is normal. 

Succeeding results in this section concern the subset A(w) of Si. Such subsets are 

defined through n-dimensional vectors w such that 1,'w = 1. The collection of all such 

vectors is denoted as Mn) as before. For each w € Pn), A(w) is the subset of SJ within 

which every element 2 has w'S = cl,' for some scalar c. A useful identity concerning 

matrices in A(w) is in the following. 

Lemma 4.3.1: For = € S* and w € Hn) the identity 

n!1,/ - n!c'H'(H2H')'H =w 

holds for each H € 3% if and only if & € A(w). 

Proof: Choose any w € Mn). To demonstrate sufficiency consider X € A(w) for this w € 

94(n). By Theorem 3.5.1 (c) this matrix can be written as 

X= XC, &)=C - Cwl,'- 1,w'C' + €1,1,' 

in terms of the parameter w, a matrix C in @n) and a scalar € such that E> wiCw. 

Sufficiency follows if 

n!1,'- n'c'H'(H2H')'H = w'. 

Choose any H €# Then C = H'AH for some A e€ Sint): Using this and the properties 

H'H = [,,.,) and H1, = 0 for matrices H €%, it follows that 

(H2H')"! = [H[C - Cwl,' - 1,w'C' + €1,1,'JH'y! = (Ay! 

Using this, expanding ¢c as ¢e' = 1,2, and using HH' =[ I, - (1/n)1,1,'] yields 

n!1,/ - n!'ec’H'(H2H')'A = n!1,' - n°, "DH'(A)' 

=n!],'-n'L,'(C - Cwl,'- 1,w'C' + €1,1,'JH'(A)'H 

=n!1,' - w'H'AHH(A)'H = n'1,'- w'[ I, - i)1,1,'] =w’, 
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as required. To verify necessity let 

w =n'1,'- n'c'H'(H2H’)'H 

The right hand side of this identity equals (1,'2"!1,)"11,,'2"! through Theorem 4.2.1. This 

implies that 

w= (1,'0°'1,)11,'2"1. 

We need to show that & € A(w) for this vector w. This follows as 

w'd = (1,'0°11,) 11,22 = (1 '21,) 1, ' 

is a scale multiple of the unit vector as required for membership in the class A(w). This 

ascertains necessity and completes the proof. O 

The theorem that follows derives the Pitman estimate whenever & € A(w) for some 

w € Mn). Example 4.3 illustrates the theorem. 

Theorem 4.3.2: For L(X) = E, (y1,,.2,6) and each w € Mn), the estimator w'X is the 

MRE estimator for 1 if and only if & € A(w). 

Proof: The Pitman estimate for L(X) = E, (u1,,2,) is given as 

5,(X) = X - n! c'H'(HSH')'HX 

in Theorem 4.2.1. Through Lemma 4.3.1 this equals w'x if and only if 2 € A(w). QO) 

Example 4,3: MRE estimate of for elliptically symmetric distributions with 2 € A(w) 

for w' = [-1/4 3/4 1/2]. 

—_
— 2 

Let x'= (10 12 14) be a sample vector from a distribution with £=] 4 

4 Oo 
+4 

N
o
 

+
 

In Example 3.5 this matrix was seen to belong to A(w) for the specified w. Hence the 

estimate is given by 
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10 
8,(x) = wx = [-1/4 3/4 ay 1 = 13.5. 

14 

We now consider the special subset Q(n) amongst the subsets A(w). This subset 

consists of positive definite matrices with equal column sums, where (2(n) = A(n"! 1,). 

Corollary 4.3.2: For L(X) = E,(1,,2,6), the sample average X is the MRE estimator 

for u if and only if 2 € Q(n). 

Proof: The result follows from Theorem 4.3.2 as Q(n) = A(n"!1,) and n11,X = X.O 
  

This corollary demonstrates that membership in Q(n) preserves admissibility under 

squared error loss of X amongst equivariant estimators. In Chapter 3 the ill-conditioned 

matrix in the following example was seen to belong to Q(n). The appropriate estimate 

corresponding to it is the sample average. 

Example 4.4: MRE estimate of 1 for elliptically contoured distribution with & € ()(3). 

Let x'=(10 12 14) be a sample vector from a distribution with 

3 3 1 
Z=/3 5 1}. 

1-17 

In Example 3.7 it was noted that the above matrix belongs to Q(3) with column sums 

equal to 7. Hence 5;(x) = X = 12. 

The next section considers Pitman estimation for non-elliptical distributions 

obtained as mixtures of elliptically symmetric distributions. 
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4.4 PIT T : GEN F T 

This section obtains Pitman estimates for 1 for the case of random vectors having 

mixture distributions. These distributions are translation families of distributions. 

Densities of such random vectors take the form 

h(x; Hs , G) = foe fy[(x—111,)' E(x 11) HG (Z) 

where f,(.) is the density of the elliptically symmetric components in the mixture, and G 

is a probability measure over S_. The distribution of a random vector X with a mixture 

distribution is succinctly specified as L(X) = EM,(u,6,G). The Pitman estimates for 

such distributions are obtained as before using 

8(x; D = d) = X-&|X|D=d] 

where D = HX for some matrix H chosen from the set #of orthonormal completions of 

the unit vector, X denotes the sample average; and 6, X|D = dj is the conditional 

expectation when p: = 0. The lemma that follows provides the general expression for 

&| X|D = d] for densities in the location family. This result applies to succeeding 

developments. 

Lemma 4.4.1: Consider a random vector X with pdf taking the form f(x-y1,). Fix H ¢e # 

| waif | a 

&[X[D = d] = — ) 

and consider D = HX. Then 

  

‘h(d) 

and h(d) is the density of D. where K = [ on] 
H 
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Proof: When p = 0, the density f(x-p1,) takes the form f(x). To compute &| X(D = d 
  

consider the following sequence of change of variables. Firstly, let 

yt P| - as Kx 
y2 

for the matrix H chosen from # The matrix K is orthogonal and this gives the joint 

density of the transformed variables as 

g(y*) = |Kf f[K’y*] = f[K’y*] 

Next consider d = y, = Hx and y, = (1/ Vn )y; = X. This yields 

h(y,,d) = sal?" = vat] | n 

d 

Thus the conditional density of Y, given D = d is 

vai] «] 9" 

Since y, = X, it follows that 

| wi] 
  6] X|D = d] = &[¥|D = d] = ———F- 

as required. 

We now apply the preceding lemma to elliptically symmetric distributions with 

densities. For these distributions the conditional expectation &| X|D = d] is denoted as 

&| X(d]. For He # the distribution of the random vector D = HX for L(X) = 

E,, (11,,2,6) is given by L(D) = E,_,(wH1, ,HOH' ,o) = E,_,(0, HOH’ ,$). The density 

of D is given by 

m(d; X, >) = gyld'(HZH’)'d]. 

The identity in the following lemma will be applied to demonstrate Theorem 4.4.1. 
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Lemma 4.4.2: For L(X) = E, (ul,,2,0) having density 

f[(x—w1,)'2\x- HH), 
fix H € #, and let K and D be as before. Then 

6[Xld]esla'HZHy'4] = J ei i apne] Po 

Proof: Applying Lemma 4.4.1 note that 

2 

«[xa)- ! iy [i apa [fa 
  

g,(d'(HZH')"'d) 

This leads to the required identity. Q) 

In Theorem 4.4.1 that follows the preceding lemmas are applied for mixtures of the 

type L(X) = EM, (u,9,G). Here the conditional expectation &|X|D = d in Lemma 4.4.1 

is denoted as & 4| X|d]. The density of D = HX for H € # is obtained as 

b(d; G, 6) = | g,(d'(HEH')' d)dG(z), 

where g,(.) is the density of D when L(X) = E, (u1,,2,0). The Pitman estimate for the 

random vector with the mixture distribution is denoted as 5g4(x;d). The subscripts 

indicate the parameters through which the estimate depends on x and d. For each 

elliptically symmetric distribution in the mixture 5,(x) denotes the Pitman estimate. This 

was seen to depend on x through & in Section 4.2. The following theorem expresses 

5g.9(x5d) in terms of b(.), g4(.) and 5;(x). 
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Theorem 4.4.1: Fix H € # and let D = HX for this H. Then for L(X) = EM,(p,6,G) 

the Pitman estimate is given by 

[ 8: (xg, (d'(HEH')"' d)dG(2) 
8g4(x:d) = =   

b(d;G,9) 

Proof: By using Lemma 4.4.1, interchanging integrals through Fubini's Theorem, and 

then applying Lemma 4.4.2, the conditional expectation works out to 
f+ 0) 

[tvn | if ajiorx |" aca 

& 4| Xd] = = * b(d;G,o) 

| 6,{X|d]g, (d'(HEH')"' d)dG(z) 

  

  

b(d;G,9) 

Now using 5g.4(x;d) = X - &4| X|d] we get 

| é,[X|d]g, (d’ (HEH) d)dG(z) 

5g4(x:d) = X - Ss   
b(d;G,9) 

| (X- 6,[X|d])g, (d'(HZH')" d)dG(z) 
— Sn 

b(d;G,6) 

[ 5: (xg, (d'(HEH")"' d)dG(z) 
Sn 

b(d;G,6) 

as required. 

It should be noted that the Pitman estimate 6g4(x;d) can depend on the observed 

value of the maximal invariant. Corollary 4.4.1 clarifies this. The estimate takes the form 

k'x, where the vector of coefficients k is a function of d through the parameters @ and G. 

Further, as for the Pitman estimate for elliptically symmetric components (denoted by 

ks ), it is seen that 1,"k = 1, implying that the estimate is an unbiased weighted average. 
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Corollary 4.4.1: Let L(X) = EM, (u,6,G). Fix H € # and let D = HX. Then the Pitman 

estimate is an unbiased weighted average of the form k’x with 

J kze, (d'\(HEH')"' d)dG(2) 
k=k(d,G,6) = =   

b(d;G,9) 

Proof: Note that 

[8:()g, (d'(HEH')" d)dG(z) 
86 4(a;d) ==   

b(d;G,9) 
| x'k,g, (d'(HEH')"'d)dG(z) 

— Sn 
  

b(d;G,9) 
x'[k,g, (d'(HEH')"' d)dG(z) 

= = x'k, 
b(d;G,9) 
  

for k depending on d, G, and 6 as required. To show that the Pitman estimate for mixture 

distributions is a weighted average note that 1,'k, = 1,'2°'1,(1,'2"'1,)"! = 1 for all =. 

Hence 

1,‘ | k,g, (d'(HEH")'d)dG(z) 
S 

1,'k(d,G,9) = ° b(d:G,6) 

Jd, "kz )g, (d'(HEH')' d)dG(z) 
Si 
  

b(d;G,9) 

Unbiasedness follows as the expected value of each component of X is ,, and hence the 

expected value of the weighted average is np. UW 

Theorem 4.4.1 and the preceding corollary illustrate that the Pitman estimate, in 

general, can depend on the maximal invariant through o and G. This is illustrated in 

Example 4.5 for a 50% mixture of two bivariate normal distributions as in Figure 4.1. 

The sample vectors x,'=[5 1], and x,'=[5 4] are considered. For H = (1//2)[1 -1] 
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the function d = Hx is chosen as the maximal invariant under translations. Since d, = Hx, 

= 4//2 differs from d, = Hx, = 1/2, the estimating linear form differs for the two 

sample vectors. 

Example 4.5 : Illustration of non-unique linear forms for the Pitman estimator. 

Consider the sample vectors x,'= [5,1 ], and x,' =[ 5,4 ] from a distribution which is a 

5 -4.5 11 7 
50% mixture of bivariate normals with 21 = y 5 5 and X) = E s| The 

vectors of coefficients k(d,,G,o) and k(d,,G,) which yield the Pitman estimators will be 

computed by (i) computing the vector of coefficients ky, and ks, for each of the 

Gaussian components, (ii) calculating gy (d,'(H=,H')"d)) and g,(d,'(HzH')'d,) to 

compute k(d,,G,6), and (iii) calculating gy (d,'(HZ,H')"d,) and gy (d,'(Hz,H')” d, ) 

to compute k(d,,G,9). First we calculate ky, and ks, . The vector of coefficients for 2, is 

ks,1—[1/2 1/2] asX, €Q(n). Further 

ks,'={[1,"23'1,]1,'23'| =[-1 2]. 

The density g,(d'( H>,H')'d) is univariate normal with variance 

; 5 4.5] 1 
of = HY, H'=1/2[1 -1] = 9.5. 

4.5 5 |}-l 

Evaluating this univariate normal at d, = Hx, = 4//2 we obtain 

(4/2) 
1 -- —___—_ 

+ 95 =(,084955, 
J2m.J/9.5 

Similarly g,(d)' (H=,H')"'d,) equals the univariate normal density with variance 

, lt 7] 1 
o° = HX2H'=1/2/1 -1] =] 

7 S}j-1 

29(d,'(HZ)H')'d,) = 

Hence 
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Figure 4.1: Mixture of bivariate normals with G assigning equal probability to 2) = 

5-45) ell? 
and to = . 

“45 5 2°17 5 
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2 

l _yyl2)- 

.  =0,007307. 
Jat.” 
  gy (d,'(H=,H')""d,) = 

Using these computations 

0.5g,(d,'(HZ,H')'d, )k, +0.5g, (d,'(H2,H')"'d, ky, 

0.5g, (d,'(H2,H')'d, ) + 0.5g, (d,'(H2,H')"'d, )) 
_ 0.5x 0.084955k, + 0.5x 0.007307K%, 

(0.5.x 0.084955 + 0.5 x 0.007307 
This vector of coefficients is closer to ky, than it is to ky, . Using this vector 

  k'(d),G,9) = 

=[0.3813 0.6187]   

8¢4(xsd,) = [k(d,,G,6)]'x, = [0 3813 0.6187] = 2.524. 
1 

Similar calculations for x, = [ 5,4 ] using d, = hx, = 1//2 yield 

gy (d>'(H2,H')"'d,) = 0.1261, and gy (d,'(H2,H')'d,) = 0.3107. 

Hence 

0.5x 0.1261k5, +0.5~x 0.3107k,, 

0.5 x 0.12614 0.5 x 0.3107 

Note that this vector of coefficients is closer to ky, than it is to ks, . Using this vector 

k'(d,,G,o) = =[-0.567 1.567].   

5 
8 gy (Xd) = k(d),G,9)x, = [-0 567 567 }=3433 4 

The preceding example illustrates that when G is not restricted then the estimate 

does depend on a maximal invariant function of the data through o and G. In the 

following section mixture distributions with restrictions on the probability measure G 

over S- are studied. For random vectors with these distributions the Pitman estimate 

depends solely on a parameter ‘¥ which 1s proportional to the variance-covariance matrix 

for the random vector having the mixture distribution. 
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4.5 PITMAN ESTIMATION FOR MIXTURES: RESTRICTIONS ON THE DOMAIN 

OF G TO THE CLASSES 8 AND A(w) 

For L(X) = EM,(,6,G) we now examine Pitman estimation for 1 when the 

domain of the probability measure G is restricted to the subsets %_ and A(w). The 

domain of G is denoted as Dom(G). For each vector w such that 1,'w = 1, the subset 

A(w) consists of positive definite matrices such that w'd is proportional to the unit 

vector. The index set for the subsets N< are real symmetric matrices of order n with a 

one-dimensional null space spanned by the unit vector. It was shown in Section 3.3 that 

matrices in N can be expressed as 

UCy)=C+ yy + Upy'- ¥ Anda 

for a vector y of constants such that y'Cj,,)y < 7. In those contexts where Dom(G) is 

restricted, the Pitman estimate depends in a simpler manner on a parameter ‘V obtained as 

Y= [XdG(z). 

s; 
The matrix ‘V is positive definite and is proportional to Var(X). Lemma 4.5.1 illustrates 

this. 

Lemma 4.5.1: (a) For a probability measure G over S7, the matrix ¥ = {<XdG(Z) is 

Ss; 

positive definite. 

(b) For L(X) = EM, (u,6,G), Var(X) = a,'¥, where a, is a constant depending on 9. 

Proof: To prove (a) choose any a € R". Since each Z € Dom(G) is a member of S* it 

follows that a'Da > 0 for all =. Hence 

a'Va = ‘ 8) = |(a'La)dG(X) > 0. 
+ 

sh si 
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This implies ¥ € Sz. 

To prove (b) write Var(X) as 

Var(X) = Varo {@[ X|2]}+ é {Var [X]2z] }. 

Since &[ X | =] =p, for each 2, Varg{@[ X| xX] }=0. This leads to 

Var(X)= &{Var[X|2X]} =a, J LdG(L)=a,¥, 
st 

as required. O 

Recall that for elliptically symmetric distributions where £ € A(w) for some w é€ 

Qn), then the Pitman estimate is w'x for this w. A similar result follows for mixtures. 

When Dom(G) = A(w) for some w, then ‘YW € A(w) and w’x is the Pitman estimate for 

location. 

Theorem 4.5.1: (a) When Dom(G) = A(w) for some w € Mn), then ¥ € A(w) for the 

chosen vector. 

(b) When Z(X) = EM, (p,6,G) with Dom(G) = A(w), then the Pitman estimate for p is 

w'x for this w. 

Proof: Since Dom(G) = A(w), w'2 =c,1,' for all 2=Dom(G). Using this note that 

w¥=w' [XdG(L)= J[(w'L)dG(z) =1,' JcsdG(Z) 
A(w) A(w) A(w) 

which is a scale multiple of the unit vector. This together with positive definiteness from 

Lemma 4.5.1(a), implies that ‘¥ € A(w). 

The proof to (b) follows on applying Theorem 4.4.1 and noting that the Pitman 

estimate for » for each elliptically symmetric component is w'x independent of = e€ 

A(w). This follows from 
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[8:(x)g, (d'(HEH')"'d)dG(z) 
6g4(%3d) = Ss   

b(d;G,@) 
w'x | g,(d'(HEH")” d)dG(Z) 

= S: = w'x. 
b(d;G,9) 

In Figure 3.4, the A(w) subsets are depicted as the vertical strips. From Theorem 

4.5.1 we conclude that arbitrary probability measures over a strip A(w) generate mixture 

distributions for which w'x is Pitman. The following corollary applies Theorem 4.5.1 to 

obtain a class of mixture distributions for which the sample average is the Pitman 

estimate. These distributions are those for which Dom(G) is the subset Q(n) of S7, 

containing positive definite matrices which have equal column sums. 

Corollary 4.5.1: (a) When Dom(G) = Q(n), ¥ € (a). 
(b) When L(X) = EM, (,6,G) with Dom(G) = Q(n), then the sample average X is the 

Pitman estimate for . 

Proof: Results in this Corollary follow from Theorem 4.5.1 as Q(n) = A(n!1,). O 

In Figure 3.4, Q(n) is the central vertical strip. The preceding corollary concludes 

that arbitrary probability measures G over this strip preserve X as the MRE estimate 

under squared error. Figure 4.2 depicts a mixture of two bivariate normals each having a 

dispersion matrix in Q(2). Note the symmetry of the density. In Section 4.3 elements of 

O(n) were seen to have an eigenvector equal to the scaled unit vector, which accounts for 

the symmetry in Figure 4.2. The Pitman estimate 1s shown to be the sample average in the 

following example. 
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Example 4.6: MRE estimation for mixtures with Dom(G) = (2). 

Let 2, = Ee 3°] and 2, = F 95 |, and let G be a c.d.f. which assigns equal 

probability of 0.5 to each of these. Figure 4.2 is the mixture density when two bivariate 

normal distributions with these dispersion matrices are used. If x' = ( 5, 4) were the 

sample vector, then 5y (x) = X =4.5 is the MRE estimator for p. 

Recall that for L(X) = E, (u1,,2,6), with £ € NX; for some C € Gn), the Pitman 

estimate for p is 6;(x) = X - Y' CG (aX for y as in the expansion 

L=Cr+yl,' +1,7'- V1 pln’. 

Theorem 4.5.2 provides a result similar to this for mixtures in terms of the parameter ‘P 

for the mixture distributions. Further necessary and sufficient conditions are provided for 

each estimate w'x to be Pitman. 

Theorem 4.5.2: (a) When Dom(G) = X¢ for some C € @(n), then ¥ € X¢. 

(b) For G as in (a) let L(X) = EM, (u, 0, G). Then 

Y=C+y1,' + 1,7'- ¥141,' 

for some vector y of constants such that y'Cy,,y < 7. The Pitman estimate is given 

through this vector as Sy(x) = X - y'Cg/,yx. 

(c) For L(X) = EM, (nu, 6,G) with Dom(G) = NX; for some C € Gn), w'x is the Pitman 

estimate if and only if ¥ e€ A(w). 

(d) For a random vector with a distribution as in (c), the sample average X is Pitman if 

and only if ¥ € Q(n). 

Proof: (a) For C € @{n) let (A, H) be chosen from {S/,.,,, #} such that H'AH = C in 

this and succeeding parts of this proof. Then for all 2<€&%-, HZH' = A. Using this note 

that 
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HYH' = Hl [a6 (2) | = |(HEH')dG(Z) =A. 
Nc Nc 

Since H'YH' = A for the chosen (A, H) € {S/,., , #} and since 'Y is positive definite, Y 

ENc. 

The first part of (b) follows from the characterization of matrices in Nc. To show 

the second part note (i) that the vector y in the expansion for ‘¥ can be expressed in terms 

of the vectors y, in the expansion for each £ as y= [y,;dG(Z), since 
Xc 

d xdG(z) = {CFs da tn Ys'-¥s 1,1,')dG(2), 
Cc Cc 

and (ii) that the density g,[d'(H2H')'d] = g,[d'(A)'d] invariantly for all LeNc. Using 

this we get 

J 8: (x)g, (d'\(HEH')"' d)dG(z) 
8¢9(xsd) = *   

b(d;G,6) 
i 55 (x) gy (d'(HZH')'d)dG(Z) 

— *C 
  

J g,(d'(H2H') 'd)dG(2) 

- J 5; (x)gy(d'(A)'d)dG(Z) 

J g,(d'(A')"'d)dG(z) 

= Jb2(0dG (2) = JX — ¥sC¥mx)dG(Z) 

  

= K-x'Cetay [¥2dG(Z) = X—y' Cem, 
Cc 

for the vector y such that ¥ =C + yl1,' +1,7'- ¥ 1,1)’. 

To prove (c) we need to show that the estimate X — y 'CEmX in part (b) equals w'x 

if and only if ¥ e€ A(w). Equivalently we need n“!1, - y' Coa) = w. To show this note the 

identities (i) y'= n-!1, Y and (ii) Co) = H'(A)'H' = H'(HVH'Y'H'. These lead to 

nt, -7'Ce =n, - 1, VHA)’, 

which by Lemma 4.3.1 equals w if and only if ¥ e A(w). 

Part (d) follows from (c) as Q(n) = A(m!1,). O 
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Note that ‘¥ € A(w) in part (c) implies that ‘¥ € A(w)O¢. This intersection was 

denoted as the subset B(w, C) in Chapter 3. Part (d) has P € Q(n)ANX¢ = B(n"'1,, C). In 

Figure 3.4 the B(w, C) subsets are the cells of the grid and the Nc subsets are the 

horizontal strips. In Theorem 4.5.2 Dom(G) is restricted to a horizontal strip %c. For this 

C € Gn), if ¥ lies in a cell B(w, C) for some w € An), than w'x is Pitman for this w. 

The estimate is x when ‘ is in the cell B(n!1,, C) where the horizontal strip X%c> 

intersects the vertical strip Q(n). The corollary that follows applies the results of Theorem 

4.5.2 to the special subset consisting of the matrices in the class I(n). The corollary 

follows on using '(n) = &, for B = [I, -(1/n)1,1,']. 

Corollary 4.5.2: (a) When Dom(G) = ['(n), then ‘Y € T(n). 

(b) For G as in (a) let L(X) = EM, (u,0,G). Then 

Y=B+yly + dpy- Y1nl 
n 

for some vector y of constants such that :(y,;-7)* < 7. The Pitman estimate is given 
i=l 

through this vector as 5y,(x) = x - y'e. 

(c) For L(X) = EM, (p,6,G) with Dom(G) = I(n), w’x is the Pitman estimate if and only 

if ¥ e A(w). 

(d) For a random vector with a distribution as in (c), the sample average is Pitman if and 

only if ¥ € QQ(n). 

Proof: Observe that [(n) = X, for B = [ I, - (1/n)1,1,"]. Using Bx = e, y'By = » (7,-7) 
i= 

and noting that Bein) = B, the required results follow from the corresponding expressions 

in Theorem 4.5.1. 

O 
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Figure 4.3: Mixture of bivariate normals with Dom(G) = ['(2) with G assigning 0.5 
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Parts (c) and (d) of the corollary imply that Y belongs in B(w, B) and I(n), 

respectively, where '(n) consists of equicorrelated matrices. Corollary 4.5.2 restricts G 

to the central strip in Figure 3.4. If the parameter ‘¥ lies in the cell B(w, B) for some w € 

9(n), then w'x is Pitman. Further the Pitman estimate is X whenever ‘Y lies in the cell 

T'(n) where I'(n) intersects Q(n). Figure 4.3 depicts a mixture of two bivariate normal 

distributions, each having a dispersion matrix in I(2). Using part (b) of the corollary, the 

MRE estimate under squared error loss is obtained for this distribution in the following 

example. 

Example 4.7: MRE estimation for a mixture with Dom(G) = I(2) 

Let 2, = E 4 and 2, = E 3}; and let G be a c.d.f. which assigns equal probability of 

0.5 to each of these. These matrices are members of ['(2) and ¥= f{ ZdG(Z) -(2 a: 
~  -£(2) 

When the bivariate distributions with scale parameters Z, and L, are mixed the resulting 

mixture density is shown in Figures 2.2 and 4.3. If x' = (5, 4) were the sample vector, 

then 

Sy (x)= * -y'e= x - [5 44/27, | =4.5-0.5=4. 

As in the preceding figure, Figure 4.4 depicts a mixture with G restricted to I'(2). 

The mixture distribution now has the additional property in Corollary 4.5.2(d), namely, 

that ‘Y now is a member of (2) as well as the class ['(2)containing two-dimensional 

matrices proportional to an equicorrelated matrix. The Pitman estimate is the sample 

average as shown in the following example. 
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Figure 4.4; Mixture of bivariate normals with Dom(G) = [(2) and P= f{ XZdG(Z) 
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Example 4.8: MRE estimation for mixtures with Dom(G) = I'(2) with Y = | =dG(Z) 
(2) 

belonging to Q(2) and ['(2). 

Let 2, = LY 4 and x, = 5 if and let G be a c.d.f. which assigns equal probability of 

0.5 to each of these. These matrices are members of [(n) and {2ZdG(2L)='P -|§ 3} 
F(n) 

When the bivariate distributions with scale parameters X, and X, are mixed the resulting 

mixture density is shown in Figure 4.4. If x' = (5, 4) were the sample vector, then 

Sw (x) = X =4.5. 

The next section presents exhaustive conditions under which the sample average is 

MRE under squared error loss. As in this section the subset Q(n) figures prominently. 
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4.6: CONDITIONS FOR THE ADMISSIBILITY OF THE SAMPLE AVERAGE 

In this section we consider conditions for the admissibility of the sample average 

within the class of equivariant estimators. Kagan, Linnik and Rao (1973) considered 

distributions in the location family and assumed independence. The admissibility of the 

sample average X for this assumption was a unique characteristic of normality. The 

components of a random vector with a mixture distribution of the type studied here are 

not independent. In this context restrictions on the mixing measure G often preserve the 

admissibility of X. This section explores looser restrictions than those explored in 

Section 4.5. These conditions are obtained in Corollary 4.6.1. Theorem 4.6.1 that follows 

leads to this corollary. Recall from Corollary 4.4.1 that the Pitman estimate for the 

mixture distribution is a weighted average, i.e., it takes the form a'x for some vector a 

such that 1,'a = 1. The class containing all such vectors is denoted by Jn) as before. In 

Example 4.5 the appropriate vector of coefficients which yielded the weighted average 

depends on the sample vector x through the maximal invariant d. For every chosen w € 

9(n), Theorem 4.6.1 now identifies a set of conditions on the distribution of a random 

vector X such that the Pitman estimate invariantly equals w'x for all x <9". The partition 

of S* into a family @= {X-|C e¢(n)} in Theorem 3.3.2 (b) allows the decomposition of 

a probability measure G(.) into probability measures G(.| C). This takes the form 

G[-;N] = ¢ J GLIC}ENco) 

where N is a probability measure over @(n). In Theorem 4.6.1 the condition for w'x to be 

Pitman for all x €§R" is that 

J ZdG(Z|C) € A(w) 
Xc 

for each C in Dom(N). The probability measure N over @(n) can be arbitrary. 
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Theorem 4.6.1: (a) Let L(X) = EM, (u,6,G), and suppose that { SdG(Z|C) € A(w) for 
Xc 

all C € €(n) except for subsets of measure zero. Then w'x is the Pitman estimate for p for 

every x ER", 

(b) For a mixing probability measure G(.) such that { XdG(Z|C) € A(w) for all C e 
Nc 

@(n), the matrix ¥ = | 2dG(Z) € A(w). 

Sh 

Proof: Write G(.) as 

G(.) = G[N] = gy HEINO 

for some probability measure N over @(n). Fix H € #n). Then by Theorem 4.4.1 the 

Pitman estimate is 

J 5y(x)gy(d'(HEH')'d)dG(z) 
S 

564 (x;d) =   
| @9(d'(HEH')'d)dG(z) 

st 

J J 5s (x)gg (d'(HZH')'d)dG(Z|C)dN(C) 
E(n)Xc 
  

J J gg(d'(HEH')'d)dG(Z|C)dN(C) * 
@(n)Xc 

where g4(.) is the density of the random vector D =HX for L(X) = E,(p1,,2,6 ). To 

simplify the expression further consider for each C € @n) the matrix Ac € S}_, such 

that C =H'AcH. Then L(D) = E,_\(HH1,,H=H 6) = E,_:(0,Ac,6) is invariant as = varies 

over each subset %,. The density gy(.) can be reexpressed as 

g4[d'(H2H')"'d] = g4[x'H'(HZH')' Hx] = g4[x'H'(Ac) Hx] = g4[x'Cg,,)x]- 

Factoring g,(.) out of the middle integrals yields 

J 89(x'Cenx) J Sz (x)dG(Z|C)dN(C) 
Sgq(xd) = = =< 

J gg(x'Cenyx) | dG(Z|C)dN(C) 
6(n) Rc 

For each C the integral [5;(x)dG(2|C) = w'x for some w € Hn) if and only if ¥o = 
Kc 

(4.6.1)   

J ZdG(ZIC) belongs in A(w). This follows on noting that (i) Po = C+y1,'+1,7'-¥ 1nly! 
Kc 
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for some vector y, (ii) [5;(x)dG(Z) = X-y'Cg,)x for this vector, and (iii) that 
Kc 

X-y¥ 'CenX = w’x if and only if ¥c € A(w). These follow using arguments as in parts 

(b) and (c) of Theorem 4.5.2. Thus on assuming the condition 

JZdG(z|C) € A(w) 
Rc 

for all C € @{n), the integral [5;(x)dG(2|C) equals w'x for all C. Using this in (4.6.1) 
Rc 

we obtain 

J &4(x'CEmx)(w'x)dN(C) 
5 +d) = 2 = w'X, 
co) és 89 (x' Cain) AN(C) 

n 

  

as required. 

To prove (b) we need to show that w"Y = al,,' for some scalar a. Compute 

weew| j [zac zIEaN(©) |=w] jwean(o) J(w'B, )dN(C). 
@(n) E(n)Xc - @(n) 

Since ¥c = J DdG(2Z|C) belongs in A(w), w'Y¥¢ = acl, for some scalar ac. Using this 
Kc 

gives 

w'P = J(w''.)dN(C) = J(ac1,')dN(C) -| facaN¢C) 
€(n) €(n) €@(n) 

which is a scalar multiple of the unit vector as required. 

In terms of the grid of subsets in Figure 3.4, Theorem 4.6.1 considers probability 

measures G which are not restricted to each vertical or horizontal strip as was the case in 

Section 4.5. The measure G now has domain across the horizontal strips with the 

property that the parameters 

Yo= J YdG(z|C) 
Rc 
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belong in a subset A(w) for all C (except with measure zero). The mixing measure N over 

@n) can be arbitrary. The corollary that follows applies Theorem 4.6.1 to obtain 

conditions for the sample average to be the Pitman estimate. 

Corollary 4.6.1: (a) Let L(X) = EM, (p,6,G), and suppose that J ZdG(Z|C) € Q(n) for 
Rc 

all C « @n) except for subsets of measure zero. Then the sample average X is the Pitman 

estimate for » for every x eR", 

(b) For a mixing probability measure G(.) such that J LdG(Z|C) € Q(n) for all C € Gn), | ic 

the matrix ¥ = [ZdG(Z) € Q(n). 

Sy 

Proof: These follow from Theorem 4.6.1 as Q(n) = A(n7!1,'). O 

In this Corollary we have exhaustive conditions under which the sample average is 

equivariantly admissible. This is illustrated through Figure 4.5. Each univariate plot 

pictured represents a conditional mixing distribution G(.|C) over each subset Nc. The 

symmetries of these distributions yield expectations 

Yo= J LdG(Z|C) 
Xc 

within the class Q(n). Such conditional distributions give rise to a wide range of mixing 

measures G(.) over S,. These mixing measures, in turn, generate broad classes of 

irregularly contoured mixture densities of the form 

h(x; ps , G) =fgr fy[(K— pI)! (x p1,) HG(Z) 

where f,(.) is the density of the elliptically symmetric components in the mixture, and G 

is the probability measure over S;. For random vectors with such densities the sample 

average continues to be the Pitman estimator. 
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The next section reviews results in this chapter dealing with Pitman estimation for 

ensembles of symmetric distributions and for mixtures over these. 

4.7: RETROSPECTIVE 

This section summarizes results dealing with Pitman estimation developed in this 

chapter. Section 4.2 develops the general form of the Pitman estimate for elliptically 

symmetric distributions. The estimate is a linear unbiased weighted average. It is given 

through the scale parameter 2 of the elliptically symmetric distributions as the Aitkin 

(1934) estimate in the expression below. Further the following identity to the Aitkin form 

is obtained in terms of matrices H € Has 

5s (x) = X - n! c'H'\(HIH’)'Hx = (1,'5-11,)"11,'2"'x. 

Section 4.3 specializes this to the subsets N. and the subsets A(w). First each 

elliptically symmetric random vector with distribution Z(X) = E,( p1,, 2, 6 ) with 2 € 

Nc, is considered. The index matrix C specifying each class N%; is a member of the class 

€(n), and C;},, denotes the minimum norm least squares inverse of C. When = has the 

expansion 

L=Uy)= C+ yl + py - ¥Apln' 

for a vector y of constants such that y'Cy,,)y < 7, then the Pitman estimate for 1 is shown 

to be 

5;(X) = X - y'Cy,,,X. 

This result is applied to the subset I(n). For elliptically symmetric distributions with 

dispersion matrices in this subset the estimate is given by 

O5(X) = X - y'e, 
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where the vector y is as in the expansion of %, and e is the vector of residuals e; = x; -x 

for i= 1, 2, ...,n. The general form for the Pitman estimate is applied to the subsets A(w). 

The vector identifying each subset is selected from the class Mn) of all n-dimensional 

vectors w such that 1,'w = 1. For every elliptically symmetric random vector X having a 

dispersion matrix in the class A(w), w'x is the Pitman estimator. 

Section 4.4 obtains the general form of the Pitman estimate for mixture 

distributions. Random vectors with these distributions have densities taking the form 

h(x; H, d, G) =[- fy[(x- bq)’ E "(x pI) HGS) 

where f,(.) is the density of | the elliptically symmetric components in the mixture with 

parameter 6, and G is a probability measure over S- . For any (n-1)xn-dimensional matrix 

H obtained as an orthonormal completion of the unit vector, the Pitman estimate is 

[8 (x)g, (a'\(HEH')"' d)dG(z) 
S¢4(xsd) ==   

b(d;G,9) 

where g,(.) is the density of the (n-1)-dimensional random vector D = HX for each 

elliptically symmetric component X in the mixture. Further results in Section 4.4 show 

that this estimator is an unbiased weighted average of the elements of the random vector 

X. It takes the form k’x where k can depend on the maximal invariant d through the 

parameters $ and G. An example where it does depend on the value taken by a maximal 

invariant is in Example 4.5. 

Section 4.5 places restrictions on G. The domain of G is restricted to the classes X%_ 

and A(w). Under these restrictions the Pitman estimate is not a function of the maximal 

invariant d, and depends on G through a parameter 

w= [XdG(5). 
si; 
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This parameter is the dispersion matrix for the mixture random variable. When Dom(G) = 

A(w) for some w, then ‘¥ € A(w), and w’x is the Pitman estimate. In particular, the 

sample average is Pitman when Dom(G) = Q(n). In terms of the representation of S* in 

Figure 3.4 these results imply arbitrary measures over each vertical strip A(w). 

Succeeding results in Section 4.5 have G restricted to each subset N¢. The parameters ‘V 

is in N¢ and is expressible as 

Y= DY) =C+ylq' + ny ZApdn' 
for some vector y. For this y, the Pitman estimate for pi is 

8 (X)=K- 7Cyl X. 

This result is applied to the case Dom(G) = I°(n). Then PV is in I'(n) and has an expansion 

as above with C = [ I, - (1/n)1,1,/] and the Pitman estimate simplifies as in the 

elliptically symmetric case. In terms of Figure 3.4 the preceding results concern mixtures 

obtained by mixing over each horizontal strip. The two estimators equal w'x whenever 

the parameter ‘ is an element of the corresponding vertical strip Aw). 

In Section 4.6 conditions for equivariant admissibility of a linear estimator are 

explored when L(X) = EM,(u,6,G). To find these the probability measure G(.) is 

decomposed as 

G[;N]= J G[{C]dN(c) 
@(n) 

where N is a probability measure over @(n). Theorem 4.6.1 considers ¥ = J XdG(2|C). 
Rc 

When ’- € A(w) for all C in Dom(N), then w'x is Pitman. The mixing measure over N 

can be arbitrary. In particular, when ‘YP. € ((n) for all C then the sample average is 

equivariantly admissible under squared error loss. A mixing distribution over S’ which 

meets this condition is depicted in Figure 4.5. This summarizes essential results. The next 

chapter presents conclusions and further developments. 
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Chapter 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER STUDY 

5.1 CONCLUSIONS 

This dissertation uncovers symmetries in two contexts. Firstly, we derive a two- 

way partition of the class S* of positive definite matrices. Secondly, we find minimal risk 

equivariant (MRE) estimators for u for the case of vector observations with structured 

dispersion in subsets of the partition. Each positive definite matrix is obtained as a simple 

linear function of some vector w from the class An) and some matrix C from the class 
n 

@(n). The class Wn) contains all n-dimensional vectors w such that }° w;= 1, and the 
i=l 

class @(n) contains n-dimensional real symmetric matrices with one-dimensional null 

space spanned by the unit vector. Through elements of these classes we can write each 

matrix 2 of S7 as 

X= XC, w, &) = C - Cwl,'-1,w'C'+ E1,1,', 

for some scalar & such that € > w'Cw. For fixed w, varying C and € within constraints 

generates the class A(w). Each class A(w) contains matrices for which w'd is a scalar 

multiple of the unit vector. For fixed C, varying w and € generates the class Nc. 

Characterizations of the classes N¢ and others studied are summarized in Table 5.1. 

Some subsets of interest to statisticians are obtained in our classification. The class [(n) 

contains matrices studied by Huynh and Feldt (1970) and Rouanet and Le’ pine (1970). 

Dispersion structures in I'(n) validate the use of F-ratios in the context of experiments 

using repeated measures. A second class of matrices, denoted as Q(n), is studied in 

Jensen (1989a). Dispersion structures within this class are seen to lead to the 

independence of S? and X. A third class of matrices, the equicorrelated class, arises as 
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[able 5.1: Characterization of Classes of Positive Definite Matrices. 

  

Classes of Matrices Characterization 

  

The Classes % ¢. A matrix 2 is in each class \¢ if and only if 

Y= Uy) =C + yly' + Any - ¥ Ann’ 

for some vector y such that 1 Cen <y. 
  

  

  

  

The Class [’(n). The subset %, for B= [I, - (1/n)1,1,']. 

The Classes A(w). A matrix is in each class A(w) if and only if 

x= X(C,€) = C - Cwl,' - 1,w'C' + €1,1,' 

for C and € such that € > w'Cw. 

The Class Q(n). The subset A(n"!1,). 

The subsets obtained as intersections of the The Classes B(w,C). 

classes A(w) with Nc. 
    The Class ['(n).   The subset containing the equicorrelated matrices 

obtained as [(n)NQ(n).   
  

Table 5,2: Pitman Estimators for Elliptical Ensembles. 

  

Elliptical Ensemble Pitman Estimator _ 
  

Distributions L(X) = E, (t1,,2,) 

with 2 from the subsets Nc. 
6;(X) = X - 1 Ce X- 

for the vector y in the expansion of 2 as 

L(y) =C + yly' t+ Any’ - ¥Andn’- 
  

Distributions Z(X) = E, (H1,,2,6) 

with & from the subsets I'(n). 
55 (X) =X- ye, 

-xX fori=1,2,...,n. 

where the vector y is as in the expansion 

of 2, and e is the vector of residuals e; = x; 

  

  

Distributions L(X) = E, (v1,,2,6) 5,(X) = w'X. 

with = from the subsets A(w). 

Distributions L(X) = E, (v1,,2,6) 55(X) = X. 

with = from the subsets Q2(n).     
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the intersection of Q(n) and I(n). In Table 5.1, we see that these classes and others 

studied here take simple linear forms which may find easy applications elsewhere. In 

Chapter 4 we consider estimation for ensembles and mixtures of elliptical distributions 

obtained as the dispersion matrices are chosen from within the subsets studied. 

Table 5.2 gives the MRE (Pitman) estimator under squared error loss for elliptically 

symmetric distributions as the dispersion matrices are chosen from within the subsets of 

S* in Table 5.1. The Pitman estimator for elliptically symmetric distributions is found to 

be linear and unbiased. It takes the Aitkin (1934) form of 8(X) = (1,'27'1,)11,'2'X. 

This simplifies for elliptical ensembles obtained on restricting 2 to each class of positive 

definite matrices. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the sample average to be 

Pitman for elliptical random vectors is the membership of £ in the class Q(n). Table 5.3 

gives the Pitman estimators for mixtures having second order moments. As with elliptical 

random vectors, the Pitman estimator continues to be an unbiased weighted average. For 

unrestricted mixing measures G over S_, the Pitman estimate does depend on the data 

through the maximal invariant under scalar translations. We use an (n—1)-dimensional 

vector obtained as contrasts of the form d = Hx as the maximal invariant. The Pitman 

estimate depends on the maximal invariant through its density g 6 (.) as in the first row of 

Table 5.3. When the domain of G is restricted, the Pitman estimate is independent of the 

maximal invariant. In these contexts the mixture distributions behave as if they were 

elliptically symmetric distributions. The parameter 

Y= | LdG(Z) 

Sh 

plays the same role as did the dispersion matrices for elliptically symmetric distributions. 

The matrix ‘¥ is proportional to the dispersion matrix of the mixture random vector. The 

last row of Table 5.3 presents exhaustive conditions under which the sample average is 
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Table 5.3: Pitman Estimates for Mixture Distributions. 

  

Property of mixing Measure Pitman Estimate 

  

Unrestricted Domain for the 

Mixing measure G. 

06,9(% d) = 

Js ()g, (d' (HEH) d)dG(2) 
Sn 

b(d;G,6) 
  

Dom(G) = X¢. Sy(x) = X - y'Cg,yx- 

for the vector y in the expansion of ‘P = 
J ZdG() as 
+ 

s. 

Py) =C+ yh t+ Lay - y Ant’: 
  

  

  

  

  

    
Dom(G) = %¢ with ¥ € A(w). Ow(X) = w'x. 

Dom(G) = N¢- with ¥ € Q(n). dy(x) = X. 

Dom(G) = A(w). Sy(x) = w'x. 

Dom(G) = Q(n). Sy(x) = X. 

Dom(G) = S* with Sy(X) = w'x. 

Po= J LdG(Z|C) € A(w) 

for all C from the class @(n). 

Dom(G) = S* with Sy(X) = X. 

Po= J LdG(ZIC) € Q(n) 
ae 

for all C from the class @(n).   
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equivariantly admissible under squared error loss. We consider conditional mixing 

distributions G(.|C) over each subset % — with expectations 

Yo= J =dG(z|C) 
Rc 

within the class Q(n). Such conditional distributions have mixing measures G(.) over S; 

which generate highly irregular mixture distributions for which the sample average 

continues to be the Pitman estimator. Similar conclusions arise for the admissibility of 

each estimator w'x. The estimator for in the contexts listed prior to these two can be 

seen to be special cases of the latter. 

Table 5.4 summarizes numerical examples concerning dispersion structures and the 

corresponding estimators. The first row contains parameters or properties of each of four 

subsets of positive definite matrices. The second row provides matrices with dispersion 

structures in each of the four subsets. The next row computes the Pitman estimate 

corresponding to these dispersion structures for a sample vector x'= [10 12 14]. The last 

row computes variances of the Pitman estimator for elliptical random vectors. The four 

dispersion matrices, while appearing equally ill-conditioned, lead to varied Pitman 

estimates. 

The next section provides avenues for further study in the conditioning of matrices 

as well as other topics. 
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Table 5.4: Summary of numerical examples for dispersion matrices in four classes and 

the corresponding Pitman estimates for p when x'=[10 12 14]. 

  

  

  

  

  

x € X¢ for x € I (n) for x € A(w) for xe Qn). 

C= 1,'2 =cl,' 

, 20 2 -22 10 —1/4 (Equal Column 

G 2 WU -13 =(5] 13 w=| 3/4 Sums) 
—22 -13 35 16 1/2 

wd=cl,. 

and y' = [3 3 11/3] 

5 3 1 3 3 4 12 4 4 3 1 

3 4 2 3 5 5 4 40 5 -l 

12 8 45 7 4 0 6 1 -1 7 

d5(x) = d(x) = X - y'e dy(x) = w'x 5y(x) = X 

X - ¥'CGinX =12-6=6 = 13.5 = 12 

= 12-2=10 

Var[53(X59)] = Var[d5(X5$)] = Var[5s(X3o)]= | Var[ds(X59)] = 

ag(Y - ¥ Cem) 

= 3.22a - 0.660 

= 2.560.   ag(F - ¥(yi-7)) 
i=l 

= 4,33a - 2.0a 

= 2.33a.   ag(1p'Z"!1,)-! 

= 2.0a.   ag(1y'="! 1)! 

= 2.33a. 
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5.2: FURTHER WORK 

This dissertation sets the stage for further research under three broad objectives. 

Firstly, the conditioning of matrices through their condition numbers could be related to 

the arguments we Mn), Ce En) and y in the various subsets of S;. Secondly, estimates 

of a vector location parameter for nonnormal vector location families can be studied in a 

manner similar to developments for the scalar location families given here. Thirdly, ideas 

in this dissertation, such as spectral properties of matrices and the use of Laplace loss 

functions in estimation, could be explored in greater detail. 

Conditioning of matrices within S* can be gauged through condition numbers such 

as the function C(Z) given by 

c@y=| 36? || 2(1/¢?)| 
i= 

where {&;; 1 = 1,2, ....n} are the n eigenvalues-of the positive definite matrix 2. This 

function is from a class of functions invariant under orthogonal transformations as in 

Marshall and Olkin (1965). We have shown how matrices in various subsets of S* are 

obtained as simple functions of we Wn), Ce @(n), vectors y, and scalars &. Future 

research could examine how condition numbers of matrices are influenced by the 

arguments which generate them. This could lead to improved accuracy in computations 

by allowing us to replace ill-conditioned matrices with less ill-conditioned matrices 

where applicable. We provide an example illustrating this possibility in Section 1.2 in the 

context of the subsets A(w). For every matrix = in a subset A(w) the vector w takes the 

form w = (1,'27'1,)7'1,'2"!, and positive definite matrices obtained as X + r(1,1,) for 

scalar A are contained in A(w). In Section 1.2 the addition of A(1 1, ) to a matrix reduces 

its condition number considerably. Further research could examine the influence of the 
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scalar & on the conditioning of a matrix 2 € A(w). The scalar € appears in the expression 

of a matrix £ € A(w) as 

x = X(C,é) = C - Cwl,' - 1,w'C' + E1,1,'. 

Similarly the matrices in each subset N; have an expansion in terms of a vector y such 

that 1 Coy < y. The influence of this vector on the conditioning of matrices in each 

subset N can also be studied for reasons similar to those for A(w). For the subset (n), 

Jensen (1992) found that a vector y more dispersed than another in the sense of 

majorization, is associated with a more ill-conditioned matrix X(y). It is conjectured that 

similar results may carry over to the subsets %¢. 

A second area for study is the estimation of a p-dimensional vector of location 

parameters based on a sample of n=p vector observations. Pitman estimation using matrix 

loss functions as in Jensen and Foutz (1991) would appear to be germane in this context. 

As in the scalar parameter case studied here, applicability of linear estimation under these 

loss functions may extend beyond normality on relaxing the assumption of independence 

of the p-dimensional vector observations. In this context, tests that covariance structures 

belong to various classes of matrices studied may be relevant. Tests for covariance 

Structure within the class [(n) have been studied in Huynh and Feldt (1970). As noted, 

these find application in validating the use of F-ratios in the context of experiments with 

repeated measurements. Similarly, developments presented here validate the use of the 

sample average when dispersion structures are in the class Q(n). Tests for covariance 

structures within the class Q(n) remain to be studied. 

Finally, further areas of study arise as extensions of material in this dissertation. 

Estimation for mixture distributions could be reexamined under Laplace loss functions. 

Except for mixtures exhibiting strong symmetries, the Pitman estimate under Laplace loss 

may be expected to differ from that under squared error loss. Spectral properties of 
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matrices in the subsets &%_ as well as the subsets A(w) could be examined in future work. 

Spectral properties of matrices in the subsets I'(n) and (2(n) are more tractable and are 

provided in this dissertation. Spectral properties of matrices in '(n) are excerpted from 

Jensen (1992). Matrices in Q(n) have the scaled unit vector as an eigenvector. These 

spectral properties may provide means for gauging corresponding properties for the 

general case of the subsets %, and A(w). 
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GLOSSARY 

1, - The n-dimensional unit vector. 

§R4 - The set of n-dimensional vectors. 

S* - The class of positive definite matrices. 

H(n) - The class of all (n-1)xn-dimensional matrices obtained as orthonormal 

completions of the unit vector. 

=(A, H) - Classes of positive definite matrices defined through matrices (A, H) from 

the ordered set {S(,.1) , @(n)}. A matrix 2 ¢ =(A, H) if HZH'= A. This subset is also 

specified equivalently as \¢. 

@(n) - The class of real symmetric matrices having a one dimensional null space spanned 

by the unit vector. Elements are denoted as C. 

Coen) - The minimum norm least squares g-inverse of C € @(n). 

N- Alternate notation for the classes =(A, H) with C = H'AH. Elements take the form 

E=C+yhy' + Apy'- Flpdn' 
for some vector y such that y'C¢,,)7 < 7. 

B - The idempotent matrix obtained as [ I, - (1/n)1,1,']. The matrix B ¢ @{n). 

I'(n) - The class of matrices with the Huynh Feldt structure. The class ['(n) = Nx. 

Wn) - The set of all vectors w such that x w, =1. 
i=l 

A(w) - Classes of positive definite matrices indexed through each w € Hn). A matrix Z 

belongs in a class Wn) if w'> = cl,’ for some scalar c. 

Qn) - The class of positive definite matrices whose elements have equal column sums. 

i.e. 1,'2 =cl,'. The class Q(n) = A(!1,). 

B(w,C) - The subset of S* obtained through (w,C) from the ordered set { P#(n),¢(n)} as 

the intersection A(W)AN ¢. 
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E,(v1,,2,6) - An elliptically symmetric distribution with common mean wp and 

dispersion structure X. The specific type of distribution is specified by 9. 

EM,,(u,0,G) - A random vector X has this distribution when its density takes the form 

h(x H, 6, G) =[o- fy (x—p1,)' 27" (x- 11,) GZ) 

where f,(.) is the density for the elliptically symmetric components in the mixture, and G 

is a probability measure over Sj}. 
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